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EFFECT OF NON-SYNCHRONOUS ROTATION*
ON CLOSE BINARY STARS
tO_ SU-SIIUHUANGt
The effect of non-synchronous rotation of the component star in close binaries on its limiting
_ surface is analyzed and the difficulties in the previous investigations are examined. It has been
shown that no potential function exists in a coordinate system following the axial (non-synchro-
nous) rotation of the component star. Consequently, no equilibrium surfaces can be obtained in
this way. It is therefore suggested that we should retain the conventional coordinate system
that rotates with the binary motion. Since a simple energy integral exists in this coordinate
system, we can obtain a physical picture for the prob'._m of the non-synchronously rotating star
in the binary systems. Indeed we have found that the non-synchronously rotating star will
modify its rotation gradually and become eventually synchronous with its orbital revolution.
In this multifarious activities apd achievements novice in the study of binary stars in the mid
that make him one of the greatest astronomers in fifties: It is therefore befitting for me ten years
the modern time, Professor Otto Struve has never later to write this article on binary stars in this
forsaken the binary stars. After having spent memorial volume as my attribute to a great
some years of successful researches in other fields leader as well as a dear friend whom I have both
of astronomy now and then he always returned to respected and admired.
this field of his early interest. Therefore, few
astronomers have observed spectroscopically as I. A CRITICAL REVIEW OF THE
many binary stars as he has done. Fewer still FREVIOU$ INVE$¥1GA¥ION$
have left such a distinct mark as his in the history The ,_hape of stellar surfaces m the close binaryof double stars.
In a close association and collaboration with system has been given as a first approximation by
what has been predicted by the Roche Model (e.g.him for a decade during which I am proud to have Struve and Huang 1957. According to this
received his confidence and learned the process of model, the axia! rotation of component stars and
his mental perceptions and responses as a result
their orbital revolution are synchronized. While
of our daily afternoon meetings in cafes outside
the majority of close binaries indeed obey the rule
the North Gate of the Berkeley Campus of the
of synchronization (Swings 1936, Struve 1950,
University of California, I have always been im-
Plaut 1959) there are some exceptions to which
pressed by his open mindedness to new ideas, his belongs 3 Lyrae--a peculiar binary system that
enthusiasm for and devotions to astronomy. B_- Professor Struve (1941, 1958) had a life-long in-
cause of his open mindedness he saw any problem terest. Therefore, in recent years attempts have
in its multi-faceted angles, thus making him not been made to predict the _tellar surfaces, especi-
only an outstanding, scientist but also a great ally the limiting surface, when the component star
leader. Because of his enthusiasm, he enlisted does not l otate in synchronization with its orbital
many astronomers into the fields of his interest, revolution (Kopal 1956, Plavec 1958, Kruszewski
Our daily contact also induced me to become a 1963, and Limber 1963).
In the restricted three-body problem one can
*Prepared fcr a Memorial Volume for Prof. Otto Struve. define a potential function U in a coordinate sys-J'Godclard Space Flight Center and Cadlolie University, WMh-
ington,D.C. tem that rotates with the binary's orbital motion
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._. (e.g., Moulton 1914). Also an energy integral axial rotation of the 1-_ component is not syn-
°_ can be obtained in the form that the sum of the chronous with the orbital motion, its rotating axis
: potential energy and the kinetic energy is con- (chosen as the _'-axis) is still assumed _o be per-
2 stant. It is the existancc of the energy integral pendicular to the orbital plane. Thus, if the
,_ in this form that enables us to predict the stellar (_,_,_') system is rotating with an angular velocity,
surfaces of close binaries because only then the co, with respect to the (x,y,z) system, it rotates
_: density and the pressure should be constant on with an angular velocity, 1+_, with respect to
any equi-potential surface. Thus, we should em- the rest frame of refere,ce. The transformation
phasize that the mere existence of a potential equations between (x,y,z)and (_,_,i') are as follows:
function does not necessarily warrant a predic-
_ tion of the equilibrium surface of a star. Indeed, x = _ cos _t- 71sin _t,
-!_ this is the reason that the calculations by previous y = _ sin _t +77 cos _t, z = i" (3)
; investigators have to be regarded as unsatisfactory.
Kop_i (1956) first studied the limiting surface The equations of motion in the (_.,_,.i')system are
i: of the non-synchronously rotating star, using a
_: potential function which Kruszewski (1963) has d_ 2(_+1) =-_ cos ,._t-_ O_ (4)since pointed out to be incorrect. Later Plavec dt_
(1958), Kruszewski (1963) and Limber (1963)
_, have all derb,ed a potential function and obtained d% d_ 0 U_ (5)
! the limiting surface. However, even though their -d-_+2(_o+ 1)_-_=_ sin ¢ot+0---_
: potential function is correct, their result is still d_ OU_
_- open to debate as we may see in the follo_ ing way. dt--_ = 0--_- (6)
i Let us first choose a dimensionless system of where
units of measurement with the total mass of the
binary as the unit of mass, with the separation U_(_, _, _')---2(_+1)_(_+_)+1-_+-__ (7)rl r2
between the two components as the unit of length
and with P/2_r as the unit of time, where P stands may be regarded as the negative value of the po-
for the orbital period. Thus, if we denote 1-_ tential function. Acutally, it is a misleading
as the mass of one component, _ will be the mass name as we shall see presently.
of ghe other. Let us further choose a rotating U_ (_,_g')as given by equation (7)does not give
(x,y,z) system such that t m origin is at the center the limiting surface of the non-synchronous 1-
of the 1-_ component, the x-axis points always component. In the first place, we encounter the
towards the _ component, and the xy plane coin- time-dependent terms u cos _t and u sin _t in
cides with the orbital plane. We have the equa- equations (4) and (5). Secondly r_,which is given
tions of motion for a test particle in the (x,y,z) by
system:
d_x _dy OU_ d_y dx OU, d_z OU_ r_=(_-c°s_t)_+(_+sinc°t)_+_' (£)
_-2_- = , - (I)
dt_ 2_-_-- Ox ' dF Oy dF --_--z ' is now an explicit function of time. Therefore U_
where (_,_,_'), unlike U_ in th_ (x,y,z) system, is no longer
_ an implicit function of time through the space
U_(x,y,z)-5[(x-_)_+y_]+l-_+ _- (2) coordinates alone but involves time explicitly.r_ r_
For brevity we wL '¢ U_(t) for U_(_,_,l'). Because
and r_ and r_are respectively the distances of the of the two complications, we can no longer derive
test partiems from the two component stars. Note from equations (4)-(6) the simp!e result that the
that U_ is a function of time only through the sum of the potential energy and the kinetic energy
coordinates (x,y,z) of the test particle, is a constant of motion. Consequently, the sur-
We now introduce a new rotating (_,._,_')system faces defined by equation (7) do not represent
such that it is rigidly fixed to the 1-_ component, equilibrium surfaces of the star. We can see this
sharing the latter's axial rotation. Although the point analy _ically in the following way.
.m,, i|1, i|
I
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Multiplying equations (4)-(6) respectively by the stationary surfaces of a non-synchronous ro-
d_/dt, d,/dt and d_/dt and adding the resulting tating component star, a conclusion contrary to
equations together, we obtain after integration the previous investigators.
w'th respect to time ;hat .,
i
_[V2(t)-- V2(to)]- [U2(t)- U2(to)] II. PHYSICAL INTERPRI:TATION I
Because of the difficulties we have just oh- i
:¢r,.,(<,,.,<,,,toJ L \_ sin _0t-_ cos _0 - dr, (9) served, it is advisable to retain the (x,y,z) coordi- /
nate system that rotates with the binary motion.
where V (t) and V (to) denote respectively the In this coordinate system we have for the test
velocity of the test particle at time t and at the particle a simple energy integral
initial time to. 0U2/Otmay be evaluated from equa-
tions (7) and (8). When the result is substituted 2U_-V°-=C (12)
into equation (9), we obtain finally
where Ul(x,y,z) is given by equation (2).
[V2(t)_V2(to)]-[U2(t)-U2(to)] We should now recall that the zero-velocity
surfaces are labelled by C (e.g., Moulton 1914).
-" Ift[d"l-_]_ (d-d_+_,_2)cos_0t]d#. (10) Let the C value that is "_ssociated with the inner-_'to--_/t-.2- sin_t- most contact surf ce St (Uuiper 1941) be Cx.
Therefore, all p_rticles inside the S_ surface with
It is oblious from equation (10) that the sum C <C_ could penetrate the S_ surface. As a result,
of the potential and kinetic energy is no longer these particles will gi ,dually be lost from the star.
constant. Since the integral in equation (10) I w the l - p component is rotating with an angu-
actually depends upon the path of the test par- lar velocity _ in the x,y,z coordinate system along
title, - U,.does not behave exactly like a potential, the z-axis. Particles in the stellar surface layers
The previous investigators have introduced have velocities
U3(_,,,I') = U:(_,,,i')-t-p(, sin _t-_ cos _/). (1l) V = (x'_Wy2)i_ (13)
In doing so, they can replace the right hand sides if thermal motion or other kinds of motion are
of equations (4)-(6) respectively by 0U3/0_, lleglected. Hence, all particles in the 1-p com-
0U3,/0,, and 0U3,f0i'. Because of the transforma- ponent star that are above the surface (called the
tion relation (3), U3(_,,,_') can now be expressed R surface hereafter) given by
in terms of x, y an,t z. In this new expression
for U3, time appears only implicitly through x,y,z 2U(x,y,z)-_(x2-d-y _)= C_ (14)
but does not enter explicity. Consequently, they
have independently derived the limiting surface and consequently have C values less than C_ may
in the (x,y,z) system by considering Ua as the be regarded as unstable and could easily escape
potential function, out of the S_ surface. Figure 1 illustrates the
However, we should remember that it is the cross sections in both the xy plane and the xz
(_,,1,i') system that is rigidly fixed to the rotating plane of a few R surfaces for the case p=0.4 and
star. Any stationary surface of the non-syn- l=0, 2, 4 and 8. The case _=0 is simply the Sl
chronou_ rotating star (1-p component) must be surface for p=0.4. The elongated shape of the
expressed as a function of _, n and i"alone without cross sections in the zz plane is easy to understand
the explicit appearance of time. It does not ap- because those particles near the equatorial plane
dear that an expression in x, y, and z can represent that have the highest linear velocities due to non-
the stationary surfaces of the non-synchronous synchronous rotation are the easiest to be ejected
component because in the (x,y,z) system the corn- out of the S_ surface.
ponent has a net rotation. Since, as we have seen However, it should be noted that the R su:faces
before, we cannot obtain a potential function in represent neither the limiting nor equilibrium
the (_ _,_') system, we have no means to compute surface. Particles below the R surface for a
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°_ 5 -D surface are lost and are revlaeed by particles
_ .;_'_e,_ 2 coming from i)elow tile R surface. These new
,"'5"_/>5/ "q,<"i .'J.//--4 particles will naturally fill up tile entire lobe of
"; ' /"/'/ / \ \_'/'(,, / 8 tile St surface. Therefore, the limiting surface of
/" /// / \ '\,Ux"",J_-, the i-# component is still given by the St surface.
' /,'//*x',,, ",, Since the angul'tr momentum per unit mass dueN , ; . I I ,. to the axial rotation of tile 1-p component de-
: I I _ ! ! ,,, clea:es downward in the star if it rotates as a
',, \ _ _, ] ] ,/ rigid body, the new m'derial above the R surface
", \ \ _, / , / / will rotate less rapidly (with respect to the xyz
: ' '\ _ \ J / / /" system) than the ohl material before the letter's
"',"-'X\ /," .':/"
: ,,\. -,. \ / ,-// escape. The simultaneous transfer of mass from
--,-,.', /././
"x':'."_.',_a_,,_#_ below the R surface to above the R surface and
• •from inside the S_ surface to outsutc the ,. _surfa(.e
: I J L i A L I I I i J will continue until the orbital revolution and the
5 "4 "3 "2 -1 0 I 9. 3 4 5 6 axial rotation become synchronize. Perhaps this
"*. X axial rotation become synchronized. Perhaps
this is one of the most effective mechanisms for
5 /---- 0 synchronizing orbit[_l re,relation and axial ]['ota-
" ///_ 2--- tion of close binary stars• Therefore, non-syn-
, 4 ....................
"''" chronization o served in those close binaries must
3 " 7"_-_-_"_:_Q"" 8 be a temporary phenomenon tri_:gere(l by. rapid
,, / ._. evolution of the component star itself as is sug-
' gested by Kopal (1959). But even at the time
:' | ," t the two kinds of motion ore temporarily, out. of
: >- 0 t I ! .,| I ° I •
_ ; I i ] I / step, the shape of the component is stnl given by
: .| ,,, \ \ \ j / / // the $1 surface according to the present analysis.
x \,. _, __ / / / /. Finally, one may question our argument on the
i -') , _ _ / / / ground that it has not proven that the particles
: :....""3 " .// are necessarily flying away from the star. If all
.. --.. ..... .I particles on some surface of a non-synchronously
-4 rotating star should tend to move inwar(1, this
' -5 , I t _ I J I A t I J surface could be regarded as a stable surface $or
: -5 -4 -,_ -2 -| 0 I :2 3 4 5 6 the star• This is however not true because when
X the particles move inward they colfide with other
' Fiev:ar.. _--The R surfaces for different values of ¢o (0, 2, particles. Since the average C value (the C value
4,8) fort,=0.4. The R surfaces are defined by equation of each particle being defined by Eq. [12]) of all
(14). The case ,.,=o represents simply the innermost particles participating in a collision remains con-
contact surface (denoted by S_). When the rotation of
stant (Huang 965) and since directions of the
a component star is not synchronous with its orbital
velocities will be modified after the collision, themotion, the gaseous particles ab(,ve the R surface may
escape the S_ s_rface and are replaced by gaseobs par- chance of escape from the surface increases with
ticles moving ou*_ from below the */ surface. This time whatever are the directions of their initial
process will go on until the star finally becomes synchro- velocities (in the xyz system). Therefore, our
sized to its orbital motion, conclusion about the non-synchronously rotating
star is valid without qualification for the Roche
model.
given value of cacan move up although they can- It is my pleasure to note my thanks to
not escape through the St surface without col- Mr. Clarence Wade, Jr. who has performed the
listens. Statistically, we can state that most computation involved in obtaining diagrams in
particles that are originally located above the R Figure 1.
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!' AN INTERPRETATION OF 6 AURIGAE*
_ SU-SHU HUANGt
/
A modelof _Aurigaehas °.,.eenproposedin orderto explainthe contradictorybehaviorof this
starfound inphotometricandspectrosc,pic observations. This moOelwhichconsistsof a rotating
gaseousdiskthat appearsopaquewhen , " wededge-onresemblesthe one we havesuggestedfor
Lyrae (Huang1963). The successof this simplemodel to explainthese two peculairstars which
havedefiedotherinterpretationsforsolong,togetherwiththe factthat r_tatinggaseousringsare
frequentlyassociatedwith the primarycomponent of the Mgol-typebinary systems (Joy 1942,
also Sahade1960)leadsus to a belief that rotatinggaseou_ringsor disks arethe result,tffnatural
developmentof gases that are injectedinto the binary system by its component stars. This
beliel is furtherstrengthenedby ourknowledgethat sucha rotatingringordisk is dynamicallyor
hydro-dynamicallyfeasible(Prendergast1960,Huang 1964).
I. INTRODUCTION of the light. In this way, they are able to explain
the difficulty we have mentioned before.The binary EAurigae whose period is 27.1 year-
--one of the longest among eclipsing systems_ While this model has indeed resolved the long-
gives every indication in its ligh_ curve of under- standing difficulty, it introduces several new ones
of equal, if not more, serious nature. Some ofgoing periodically total eclipses. But the spec-
trum of the eclipsed component, a F2 supergiant, them have been mentioned in a recent work by
can be observed persistently during the totality. Struve and Zebergs (1962).
These two seemingly irreconcilable phenomena Although the model by Kuiper et al. has been
have puzzled astronomers since the turn of the critici:_ed, the idea of electron scattering a_ the
century. A serious attempt to resolve this in- cause of eclipse has persisted in _he latter models
compatibility in the observational results may by Struve (1956) and more recently by Hack
perhaps be traced to a paper by Kuiper, Struve (1961). This same idea has also strongly influ-
and Str_mgren (1937). They proposed an idea enced the directions in which spectroscopic in-
of making the huge eclipsing body--referred to vestigations of the star has been made (Kraft
as the I cvmponent_so tenuous as to be optically 1954).
transparent to optical light. However, they ar- Both Struve and Hack models may be regarded
gued that the ultraviolet radiation of the F-type as modified versions of the original one by Kuiper
supergiant would ionize the crescent-like thin et al. Struve introduced the idea that both corn-
layer of the I component that faces the F-type ponents are surrounded by nebulous gases that
primary. The scattering by free electrons pro- fill the respective lobe of the inner contract _'=r-
duced by ionization in this layer would then cut face of the sys_m. These nebulous gases aro
clown the light from the F-type primary when the supposed to cause gas streaming from one eom-
I component is in front, producing the phenome- ponent to another and vice versa. Strove attrib-
nora of eclipse. Since electron-scattering is uted the apparent splitting of lines observed
frequency _ndependent, the opacity in th, cres- before and after total eclipse tn the presence of
cent-like layer reduces the overall flux of the F these gaseovs streams. Except for this, Stmve's
component but does not change the spectral nature interpretation of this peculiar system fellows the
same line of thought _ in their previous paper.
*Publh,hedinTh; ,rophyBiecd Jo_,,_ 141:gZ6._ _. Consequently, the basic difficulties of ecl;pse by113oddsrd Sp_,, _,Ught Center and C.ttholi¢ University. W_h-
ington, D.C. electron scattering are not removed.
H3
|l m
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Hack's model does introduce a new co;.cept. :From what has bccn said before, we cannot help
She proposed a hot se('on(lary star of an effective but conclude that in spite of various modifications
temperature reaching 20,000°K. According to and refinements made since its inception, the
her, it is this hot star that is responsible for the electron scattering theory of the eclipse of EAuri-
ionization of gases in the shell or ring eround it. gae cannot explain this binary system in an
Tilt phenomenon of eclipse is then attributed internally consistent way.
to the intervention of this shell or ring between Other theories of eclipse have been suggested in
the primary F2 component and the observer, the meantime, but according to Hack (1961), none
It is more convincing to have an O or a B star of them can explain the spectroscopic behavior of
around to do tile work of ionization than an F2 the system. Rowever, it should be note(: that
star. But the introduction of a hot secondary Kopal's (1955) theory of attributing the opacity
meets other difficulties as we shall see in the to solid particles did| troduce _ new conception
following ways. of a ring structure which has been followed by
The depth of the eclipse dvring the apparent Hack herself.
totality is about 0.8 magnitudes, which corre-
spond_ to an optical thickness ef 0.74 over the |L A PROPOSED MOOEL
entire spect;'al frequencies, if we assume that the The success of our interpretations of B Lyrae by
eclipse is due to obscuration of the entire F eom- the introduction of an opaque gaseous disk rotat-
ponent by the shell or ring. It requires 10:_ of ing around its secondary component (Hu,-.ng 1963)
electrons in the column of unit cross-section and has led us to examine whether the same kind of
of a length equal to the thickness of the shell or model may be used for EAurigae, because in many
ring. Since hydrogen is the dominant constituent, re_p_cts the two peculiar binary systems show a
there will be approximately 10'-'_atoms in each similar behavior. TLeir similarities are: (1) "i'he
column. Now, how could one explain that these li,_ht from the primary component can be sec,
atoms in their ionized states do _ot impress some during the entire duration of eclipse while the
additional spectroscopic feature on the light that spectrum of the seCondary component itself has
passes threugh them? With ionizing _a(liation never been observed at any phase. (2) Add|-
coming fr-,m a star of 20,000°K one _vould expec_ tional lines appear during eclipse. These lines
to observe spectral lines arising from such atoms are, in both system, displaced towards the red
as neutral or ionized helium, ionized oxygen, end before the prin_.ipal mid-eclipse and towards
nitrogen, etc. tlmt correspond to those found in the violet end after mid-eclipse. (3) Light shows
the early-type supergiant stars. None hat._ been fluctuations, especially during eclipse, and (4)
observed. Wimt have been actually observed, both show emissioh features.
such as doubling and strengthening of lines in However, there are also differences between
certain phases during eclipse, only show that the these two systems. In the first place, the magni-
ex('itation level of the absorbing medium associ- tudes of wavelength shifts of those additional
ated with the eclipsing body is not greatly different lines obser_'ed during eclipse are different. In the
from that of the primary F2 atmosphere. Indeed, case of B Lyrae, the radi_,! vclochies corresponding
it ha._ been specifically pointe-! out in the paper to the shifts arc of the order of _00-300 kin/see,
by Kuiper et al. that the lines associated with the while " t the case of _ Aurigae the velocities are
secon(lary component and observed during eclipse perhaps of the order of 30-50 km 'sec This dil-
ate approximately, though not identically, the ferencc actually confirms our conviction that the
same as the normal lines of the F2 star. two systems are similar, if we remember that the
Although it may be argued that compared with period of B Lyrae is only about 13 (lays while 'ha_
the F2 supergiant component, the hut star pro- of _ Aurlgae is about 27. L yearn. Thus, for the
posed by tlaek is too faint to ht. seen in the visible purpose of a similarity cons|de ration, we must
regi_;'leven (luring eclipse, it isdiffi,.,dt to compre- compare the stream velocities in terms of the
hend why it has not been dcttcted in the ultra- respective ,_rbital velocities of the component
violet region. All these questions impair the stars. "£he_l :he stream w")cities in the two sys-
otherwise attractive propo._al by tlack, terns are oz the same order of magnitudr.
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:'- Another d;fference between these two systems Because of the differe;we in hlclination, tile
._ comes from the fact, that fl Lyrae shows a secon- sha0e of minimum differs in the ;e two s)......_,cm..
_i dary eclipse but _ Aurigae does not. This ,.lifter- too. In the case of _ Lyrae, tl:a proje('ted ar_a of
ence can be readily explai.ed on the basis of our the disk will be an eM_gated elliFse, resulting iI_
model of an opaque disk, as we shall see present,y, a curve(, minimum in the light variation. In the
: Figure 1 shows the model we propose fur e ('ase of e Aurigae, the pr')je,'ted ar'ea w,'mhl be a
ii Aurigae. The obscuration of the primary tom- rectangle (as shown in Figure 1), l)ro(!t,,'ing a tbtt
ponent by the rotating gaseou_ (li,_k causes an minimum.
eclipse which wt,,41d look, in the light curve, like The sizes of the i)rin,arv ('oml)onent and the
opaque disk may I)e determined fr.,:n the light
curve. Let us, for the sake of ilim'r, tti(m, as-
h(t-to) sume that the stellar disk of the l)rin.t.y compo-
-c3 -oz -o, o o_ oz o3
° 1 [ \l I I r .... I/ I nent is uniform in brightness and the edge of the
oz t _ / disk we "l,.tually fa('_ is completely dark. We (,an
Eo4 / now determine the ra, lii, (lenoted respe,'tively by
<l 6r-- / rl and r,', of t)oth the primary eomp(,nent aml _heOB - , ,_ " "
1.0 E .1"_, .... around the se(,ondary eoml)oncnt as ._(,ii as
the thickness of d._of lhe disk. All these (luanti-
__ ties will I)e measured in terms of the mean separa-
tion between the two components of the system.
r,:,:,,,,,,,/.,_q_,. , ,,,,,,,, ,,,, ,,-_,,,]f Different investigators gave differel'R vah,es for
t,',',',',',',',', "1" '" '"" ,_ad',' _'''''''' ' ""/¢1_ the duration of eclipse, D, and ti:' t of totality, d.
t., ...... ,, .... '"_q_'( '" '-:.-_-_J_ We shall folh)w Plaut s (1950) v_duc:, D=0.0760
'X...__J andd = 0.340,whi('h yiehl a,ter a simple ("d('uhtt ion,
_, rz ......
rt=0.0iJ5 and r..=0.1¢ 1. (1)
Fmc'a_ I.--A schematic diagram of our model for
Aurigae and its resulting l;ght etnve d,triug eelivse. It In onler to determine ,¢_ we must use the oh-
is _ssumcd that we observe this sytem , _gc-on. C,,m-
sequcntly, the rotating gaseous disk around the ._econd- served del)th of eclil)se (luril_g the :t|)_,'trellt _',t_!
ary conqxmcnt will _.l)pear like a dark rectangle which ity. If _e (,enote by ao t!.' ::ngle sut)te[Hed at
obscures the primary component during eclipse. The l_he c'c..ter of tile primar) I)y the two l)(}illks of
light curve at the top o fthc figure is derwed by as:'uming intersection, all 0rojet'ted on the celestial sptv,r,,,
a uniform stellar disk. i)ctween the boundary lines of the opaq.e disk
anti the primary compom 't during eclipse (soe
Figure 1). the maximum light L_ and the mh,imum
total but the light from the primary will continu- light L: of the system are relah,d IO"
ously be seen even at the apparent totality. We
suggest that {he inclination, i, of this system is
very near to 90°. Thus, we _'e only the edge of --=--L"r-a,,-sin a,,
L_ (2)
the disk; the secondary component itself ca,mot r
be seen because it is bidden in the disk. Because whore
of this inclination neither do we rec,,ive any
radiation from the l,rima:'.v reflected by the di-k. _,)[a:'\ ld.'.• ' = _ _. (_)As result thet. wil be no secondary eclipse. On sm ') rt
the other hand, we have suggested ;:. twr previous
pa_.r that fl Lyrae has an mtqination whkrh differs
Sim'e the ohset red del)th 'ff mi:fimum is 0.81 mag.,appreciably !'tom 90° so that we can see the see-
ondary star :tself as well as the light reflected l)y equaiion (2) gives ao ={).881 which in turns yi,,ld._
the rotating gaseous disk. ('onsequently, we are
_= '.1able to observe a secondary e('lipse, d,, .055 : ,)
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II!. INTERPRETATIONOF THE LIGHT CURVE As has been pointed out by Fredrick (1960), the :-
As an illustration that the present model can light curve shows a slight asymmetry. On the
predict a light curve very much like the one xctu- basis of o, model, the asymmetry in the light
ally observed, we shall consider a central e(lipse curve reflects either a corresponding asymmetry
(i--90 °) of a uniformly bright stellar disk o_ the in the thickness of the rotating disk or an addi-
primary component by the dark projection of the tional absorption by gaseous stream above and
rotating disk, shown schematically in Figure 1. below the rotating disk. Physically, it is difficult
If we deno_ by _ the apparent distance between to envisage a permanent asymmetry in the thick-
the center of the primary and the center of the ness of the disk. Therefore it is most probable
opaque disk and if we let that the asymmetry is caused by the gaseous
stream. If we assume that there is a gaseous
? f
51=rl-Fr_, _=rt cos _ ao+r v (5) stream flowing out from the primary component
, , through the Lagrangian point into the secondary
58=r2-rl cos _ ao, _4=r2=rl, lobe of the innermost contact surface (Kuiper
where r_, r'2 and ao have been determined in the 1941), the gaseous stream will circulate around
previous section, the light curve predicted on this the secondary componerLt above and below the
model is given by main body of the rotating disk. As the gaseous
streams circulate around the secundary compo- "
L__2= 1 nent in the same sense as the rotation of the disk,L_ l-_(a_-sin a_), _2_<l_iI <_i_ (6) which is in turn supposed to be rotating in the !
same sense as the binary motion, we would expect
I d_, that they will gradually coalesce into the disk _'L__= 1 - (ao- sin ao) - _2- _),L_ _r-__ . itself as a result of collisions. It is then not
difficult to see that at any moment more gas would
_3_<1_I<:_-_ (7) be found in the rear side than in the front side of
and the secondary component, giving rise to an asym-
L2 ! 1 metry in absorption in agreement with the ob-
j-_= 1-_(ao+sin ao)+_(a..,- sin a2), served result. In this respect the behaviorof the
gaseous streams outside the main body of the
_4_<!_1-<83 (8) rotating disk resembles closely what has been sug-
where gested for/_ Lyrae, which shows an asymmetric
1 _t-_ 1 _-_i4 primary eclipse, with the decline steeper than the
cos _a_= 1 - r--_ and cos _a2= 1---rt rise. We have attributed this asymmetry also
to obscuration of gases just streaming out from
For o _<16[_<_4, L2/Lt has already been given in the primary component, this obscuration making
equation (2). the eclipse last longer, and consequently show
The light curve according to these equations has slower decline than would be the case of inter-
been computed with the numerical values given by vention of a simple disk. According to this inter-
equations (1) and (4) and is plotted at the top of pretation, the light curves of both e Aurigae and
Figure 1. There is a general agreement between B Lyrae before mid-eclipse are perhaps less dis-
this predicted curve and the actually observed one totted by gaseous streams outside the rotating
(Gtissow 1936). disk than those after mid-eclipse.
It may be noted parenthctically that.this inter- Other interesting facts found in this system
pretation of the light curve of E Aurigae requires are, according to Gtissow (1936) and Fredrick
only that the rotatint_ disk is opaque when viewed (1960), that the light fluctuation far away from
along the edge. Whether it is transparent or eclipse does not exceed 0.1 mug., that in 3-5
opaque in its vertical direction, does not matter years before and after eclipse the variation may
in our interpretation. Indeed, we have no obser- get as large as, but seldom 0.2 mug. and that in
vational means to ascertain the optical depth in totality, the fluctuation may reach 0.3 mug. or
its vertical direction, even slightly larger. Such a manner of variations
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in light follows also quite naturally from our rotation is opposite to the orbital revolution of
model. While the intrinsic variation of light far components in the system. (2) Emission is pro-
away from eclipse i, expected from the ._upergiant duced by expanding gases ejected from the pri-
F2 primary itself, the greater fluctuati(,n in light mary ,'omponent. It i_ interesting to note that
near and during eclipse only indicate._ the un- Adams and Sanford (1930)did find that H, showed
steadiness of gaseous streams on both sides of the iihen as an emissioi_ line with an absorption border
rotating disk. on its violet edge, indicating outward motion of
gases. Consequently, Beals (See Hack 1961)
IV. INTERPRETATIONOF SPECTROSCOPIC classified it as a p Cygui star.
RESULTS Accordiz.g to Wright and Kushwaha the weak
E; emission feature that occurs during totality seems
That e Aurig_e shows an H_ emission has long to correspond to the velocity of the system and
been known (Adams and Sanford 1930). More could be due to the tenuous gases enveloping the
xecently, Wright and Kushwaha (1958) have made entire binary.
an extensive study of the structure of this H, White the H, emission mainly comes from gases
line both inside and outside the last E-clipse. associated in whatever way with the primary
According to them, the two emission winb_ are component, the complicated absorption feature of
almost equal in intensity outside eclipse. More- this line observed during eclipse is due to gases
over, the central absorption gives the same radial spilled above and below the main body of the disk
velocity as the absorption lines of FeII, Bail, and around the secondary component.
YII in all phases outside eclipse. This result It is reasonable to assume that the distribution
suggests that the material that produces the of gases around the secondary component is not
emission feature moves with the primary, confined to the disk itself. However, for the
Moreover, Wright and Kushwaha have found same reason that the material density in the
that just before and during ingress the emission galactic plane falls off rapidl) in the polar direc-
wing towards violet is usually stronger than that tions, the density around the secondary compo-
towards red and during egress, the reverse is true. ner_t must also decrease rapidly with the perpen-
At the time of totality, the absorption becomes diculai" distance. At places not too far away from
dominant, the main t)ody of the disk, the gaseous distribu-
The H, emission is produced by gasvs moving tion would be so rare that it is no longer opaque
with the primary component, but we still do not to the continuous radiation but it may still pro-
know how they are distributed in space around the duce line absorption. Therefore, we should ex-
primary component, The line profile outside pect to observe it through spectroscopic study.
eclipse appears to suggest a rotating gaseous ring Indeed, according to our model, it is this gas dis-
like the one observed in many an Algol-type binary tribution that produces the additional absorption
system (Joy 1942; also Sahade 1960). However, that modifies the profile of H, continuously with
i the behavior of this emission line found in _ Auri- phase during eclipse. Thus, during ingress, addi-
;_ gae during eclipse differs from what has been tional absorption which occurs in the red side of
_ observed in the Algol-type variables. In the lat- the normal position makes the emission wing to-
ter, the emission wing toward violet decreases in ward viole_ appear stronger than the other. A
strength when the system enters into eclipse, but similar argument leads to the reverse conclusion
:_ in _ Aurigae, the same wing inc:eases in strength, at the time of egress. During totality the light
Similarly, in egress, the two cases show variation from the primary passes through a large amount
in the relative intensity of the two emission wings of gases, resulting in a dominantly absorption line -"' ,,.
in opposite directions. Two hypotheses as re- as observed. In this way Wright and Kishwaha's
gards the distribution of emitting gases may be results can be satisfactorily explained on the
proposed to explain the behavior of H, emission present model.
._ found in _ Aurigae in and out of eclipse. (1) Because of the appearance of H, emission in
The emission ind_ed comes from a gaseous ring its spectrum, it has been proposed (Wright and
rotating around the primary but the sense of Kishwaha 1958)that the excitation might be due
4
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to a hot secondary, since under normal conditions, mid-eclipse. Struve and Pillans' (1957) observa-
no emission at H, al)pears in tile spectra of a star tional results appear to bear this prediction out.
as late as spectral type F of the primary compo- They have found that at the very end of totality,
nent. As we }rove seen before, Hack has ineor- the absorption lines show a remarkable amount of
porated this suggestion in her theory in order to structure not previously observed in the star.
explain the ionization of gases in the shell or ring Some lines me triple, while others show a double
"wound the set.ond.ary. In section I, we have seen structure, indicating gaseous streams, just coming
that :t ho! se('on(lary introduces some new diffi- out from the primary before collision which would
eulties. Now we have found that the H, emis- have erased the velocity differences of the screams.
sion comes from gaseous distribution associated
with the primary ins_e_d of the secondary. Y. THE F2 SUPERGIANT ATMOSPHERE, ITS
Hence, the hypothesis of a hot secondary made in MASS EJ[CTION AND TURBULENTVELOCITIES
order to explain H, emission I)eeomcs even less
satisfactory ihan the case if the emission were Finally, we may say a few words about the at-
associated with _he secondary, mosphere of the F2 supergiant primary. What-
If the gases spilled over the disk give rise to ever is the mass ratio of the system, it is reasonably
al)sorption !hat cut:< into H_ emission, _e wouhl certain that the size of the primmT component
expecl (lur;ng eclipse the appearan('e of lines be- derived in Section II must be small compared with
Iongfng [o other elements than hydrogen. In(le,-,_. the innermost contact surface (e.g. Kuiper 1941),
the in(lication of such an additional absorptiol which will be referred to hereafter as the S_ _urface.
h)ng I)een known. According to Kuiper ct ol, '...,_ Indeed, the light curve outside eclipse does not
specirai lines of many elements I)ecome asym- indicate any distortion due to ellipticity. On
metric during inglvss I)y the presence of a strong the othcr hand, both spectroscopic and photo-
core on the re(l side. The degree of asymmetry metric results indicate that mass is continuously
increases, reaches a maximum at second contact flowing out of the primary lobe of the S_ surface
and then diminishes until mid-cclipse when each into the secondary lobe. It follows that at the
line I)e('ome._symmetric as it is outside ec.ipse, photospheric surface, the star must steadily eject
]towever,/he intensities of lines at mill-eclipse are matter to keep the flow of gas from the primary
somewhat stronger than those outside eclipse, lobe to the secondary lobe of the St surface.
After mid-e('lipse, the lines become asymmetrical Since the photosphere is well below the S_ surface,
•tgain, but with a strong core on the violet side the effect of_s comparison must be small. Con-
Ibis lime. This asymmetry incre:tses rapidly sequently, mass ejection at the stellar surface [i.e.
until it reaches thir(l conhtct. The asymmetry is photosphere) must be intrinsic to this F2 super-
obviously due to the l)resen('e of a dout)le struc- giant primary and should not be attributed to the
tm'e (Adams and Sanford 1930) and indicates interaction within a binary.
the additional line absorption by gases spilled Thus, between the photosphere and the corre-
over from the disk. The sense of the Doppler sponding lobe of the St surface, the vast volume
shift of these lines agrees again with what one must be fille4 with a tenous atmosphere. Its ex-
would exl)ect from gaseous streams rotating in tension must be several times the stellar radius;
flw ._'m_csense 'Is the orbital revolution, through the extended atmosphere the primary is
In the previou_ section we have attril)uted the losing its mass. The picture thus derived agrees
:lsymmetry of the light curve also to gaseous completely with what Deutsch (1956, 1960) has
s/reams which are located perhaps closer to the found in many red giant and supergiant stars and
disk th:m those giving rise to absorption lines, confirms the general belief that a supergiant---
We have suggested thai the gaseous streams must whatever is its spectral type--is always ejecting
be more complicated and extend a larger lvgion mass.
in the rear side th'm in the front side of the secon- Violent motions have always been found in
dary. Accordingly. we wouhl expect the strut- atmosphesre of supergiant stars (e.g. Huang and
ture of absorption lines ol)serve(l after mid-eclipse Struve 1960). This is especially true in the pri-
to I)e more complicated than that observed before mary of _ Aurigae (Wright and van Dien 1949;
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Hack 1959). However, the natureoftheobserved IIAcK, M.. 1959, Ap. J., 129, 291. 196!, Mere. Soc.
motion has never been clearly understood, although Astr. italiana, 32, No. 4.
frequently but rather vaguely we have attributed Ht_N_, S. -S., 1963, Ap. J., 138, 342. 1964, to be pub-lished.
it to some kind of prominence activities. With HUANG,S.-S., and STRUVE, O., 1960,"StcliarAtmospheres'
the conception of mass ejection by the supergiant ed. by J. L. Greenstein (Chicago: University of Chicago
star reasonably established, we can now under- Press), Chap. 8.
stand why violent motion should always be asso-- Joy, A. It., 1942, Pub. A.S.P., 54, 35.
KOPAL,Z., 1955, Comm. Coll. Intern. d'Astrop. Lidge 6,
elated with its atmosphere. Indeed, the mass 241.
ejection from the stellar surface, presumably due KRA_r, R. P., 1954, Ap. J., 120, 391.
to convective currents below, acts as a stirring KUIPER,G. P., 1941, Ap. J., 93, 133.
mechanism of the atmosphere over the photo- KUIPER, G. P., STRUVE.O. and S_'RhMGREN,B., 1937,
sp,%ere. The ejection creates a velocity field in the hp. J., 86, 570.
PLXt;T, L., 1950, Pub. Kapteyn Astr. Lab. Groningen
atmosphcre which also makes the latter very No. 54.
extended. PRENDERGAST, K. H., 1960, Ap. J., 312, 162.
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stein (Chicago: University of Chicago Press), Chap. 12.
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THE MOTION OF GASEOUS STREAMS IN THE
BINARY SYSTEM*
SU-SHU HUANGt
We have studied _everal problems in connection with the gaseous flow in the close binary
system. First, the statistical property of the Jacobian constants of colliding particles in the
system is examined apd a conversation law for their mean value established. Then the velocity-
independ__t nature of the fate of change in angular momentum of a particle moving in the binary
system is pointed out. These properties promp t,us to derive for the gaseous flow a set of differen-
tial equations that provide a point of view lying in the middle between the orbital approach (which
neglects both pressure and collision) and the hydrodynamic approach (which includes both)
because our equations take into account the collision but not the pressure. The equations have
been solved under the same approximation as Prendergast (1960) has assumed and have been
found to yield a similar result as was obtained by him from the hydrodynamic equations.
Because of our emphasis on the Jacobian constant and angular momentum in the treatment
of gaseous flow we have called attention to the fact that some combinations of these two physical
quantities are incompatible in a certain region of space which we have called the forbidden zone.
Finally, the formation, the evolution and the significance of rotating rings observed in many
Algol-type eclipsing binaries are discussed in an effort to understand the mode of ejection of
matter from the secondary surface.
I. INTRODUCTION collision of particles. While the neglect of this
The problem of gaseous streams observed in important process makes the orbital approach
some binary systems has been studied theoreti- unrealistic, some results obtained in celestial me-
cally either as individual bodies moving in orbits chanics of the motion of an infinitesimal body in
independently of each other (Kopal 1959, Gould a gravitational field of "_worevolving components
1959) or as an aerodynamical flow (Prendergast has its physical significance. This is because of
1960). Both approaches exTcounter difficulties, the statistical property of the Jacobian constants
that we will discuss in this Section.
though of entirely different natu_'._. In the pres-
ent paper, we shall call the attention to a few Let us assume that the two stars are revolving
around each other iu circular orbits. This isgeneral properties of the motion of gaseous par-
generally true for close binaries (Struve 1950).tieles in the binary systems, which lead us to a
theory that somewhat reconciles these two funda- Thus, a motion of a particle in such a system is
mentally different approaches and thereby makes identical to what is treated in the restricted three-
the flow problem easier to comprehend, body problem in celestial mechanics (e.g., Moulton
1914; Brouwer and Clemence 1961). Following
the standard treatment of the problem we shall
II. STATISTICAL PROPERTY OF THE .IACOBIAN choose as the unit of length, the separation between
CONSTANTS DURING A COLLISION OF the two components, as the unit of mass, the totalPARTICLES
mass of the two com_ me_ts, and as the unit of
One of the differences between the two ap- time, the periof of the orbitai motinn of the two
proaches mentioned in Section I concerns the components divided by 2_r. In such a unit system
the gravitational constant is one. Let us now
*Pub|_hedin T/re.4,¢rophysicalJournal.141(1):201-209.]a_lttl,ry denote by _ the mass of the secondary component.
1, lP_.
?Goddard Space Flight Centerand CatholicU_versity, Wash- Thus, the mass of the primary wil, be 1-_. If,
i,a_,, D. c furthermore, a rotating coordinate system zyz is
120
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so chosen that its origin is at the center of mass For inelastic collisions an equation connecting
!
of the two components, its z-axis coincides at various C_ and C_ can always be obtained from
all times with the line joining the two compo- the energy consideration if we know the detailed
nents and its z-axis is perpendicular to the orbital process of the collision. We shall assume in the
plane of the stars, then the coordinates of the present paper that the collisions that take place
primary will be X I = --_, y_ =o, z_= o and those of among particles in the binary system are statis-
the secondary will be x2= 1-_, y2=o, z2=o in tical!y elastic, i.e., endoergic collisions balancing
consistency with the adopted unit system, exoergic ones.
The equations of motion of the third infinitcsi- As a result of the constancy of < C> during
mal body in the restricted three-body problem collision, the problem of gaseous flow is consider-
admits an integral, frequently known as the ably simplified because we have now a macroscopic
Jacobian integral, as follows: quantity, < C>, to deal with instead of following
the courses of numerous particles in the system.
C= 2U-. (_+_2+22) (1) Thus, the gaseous particles must maintain a con-
where stant value of <C> in their stream motion.
Indeed, Prendergast (1960) has shown that C is a
u=l(x2+y_)+l-_+_ (2) constant along a stream line. This situation
z rI ,_
resembles the introduction of the concept of tem-
-_ Here rl and r2are respectively the distances of the perature and pressure which simplifies our study
infinitesimal body from the primary (1-_) and of the chaotic motion of molecules in gases in '
; the secondary (_) component, while (x,y,z) the free space. Therefore, whatever is the nature of
•_ three vector components of _, are the coordinates ejection that occurs on the stellar surface, the
._ of the infinitesimal body. The dot represents as mean value of C's of ejected particles and their
: usual the time derivative. The integration con- dispersion serve as two of the most characteristic
stant C, is known as the Jacobian constant, indices of the mode of ejection as regards the
We can transform equation (1) into a stationary course of their subsequent motion.
_ system. Let us now consider a collision of n It should be noted, however, that although the
: particles of mass, m_(i = 1, 2 .. m). Since we have gaseous particles maintain a constant -. C >, the
particles of atomic sizes, the coordinates may be mean flow does not follow the orbit derived from
regarded as the same for all colliding particles at the equations of motion of the three-body prob-
-_/ the instant of collision. Moreover, the total lem. It is physically obvious that all those loops,
"_ kinetic energy of the colliding particles conserves cusps, sudden reversal in the direction of motion,
during an elastic collision. It follows from these and other erratic behavior found in the orbits of
'_ considerations as well as the definition of C by the three-body problems must be completely
equation (1) that erased by collisions.
n n
_m_C,'ffi Zm,C_ (3)
: ,._ ,., IlL THE RATE OF CHANGE OF
ANGULAR MOMENTUM
"_ where C, and C' are respectively the Jacobian
: constant of the i-th particle before and after the The angular momentum (the z-component) per
collision. Thus, if we define an average C, such unit mass of the third body with respect to the
that center of mass of the binary system will be
. denoted by h. It is given by:
< C > _rn,: Y,m,C,, (4)
|-1 _--1
__ :_ dy dx
h:x tx-y (5)
<C> will be an invariant under the physical
: proceases of elastic collisions. However, it may
be noted that the dispersion of C's from their and varies with time because the third body is
-'_ average value will in general change after each continuously interacting with the two revolving
_ collision, component stars.
1
.i
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Although h varies with time, there are two from equation (6) when we follow the stream lines.
points which make it physically significant. In writing these equations where u denotes veloc-
First, the total angular momentum is conserved ity at points (x, y) we huve made an additional
among the colliding particles if the collision takes assumption that C and h are continuous over the
place rapidly. Secondly, it can be easily shown plane. In this way, we have derived two flow
from the equations of motions in the restricted equations from the results of celestial mechanics.
three-body problem that By imposing the continuity condition of C and
h over space we are able to take advantage of the
dh "1 " [ 1 1_
-_ =_( -_)Yk_-_)" (6) result derived from celestial mechanics but at thesame time to discard as meaningless the seemingly
erratic and infinitely varied forms of orbits that
The significance of equation (6) derives from the one may actually obtain by a straight integration
fact that dh/dt is a function of coordinates of the o_ the equations of motion in the three-body
third body only, being independent of its velocity, problem. Thus, equations (7) and (8) are pro-
Moreover, it is anti-symmetric with respect to posed here purely from phymcal arguments of
the x-axis and to the line bisecting the separation conservation laws in collisioi_s. A mathematical
segment between the two finer bodies. Thus, it derivation from hydrodynamic equations is given
vanishes on these two lines. Here we see physi- in the Appendix.
cally wLy five Lagrangian points all lie on either Since the pressure is not included in equations
of these two lines. It follows that any steady ,(7) and (8), the present formulation of the flow
flow in a dosed curve must cross either one or problem lies between the orbital approach (which !!
both of these lines so that h will recover to its neglects both pressure and collision)and the bona '
original value after the completion of the circu- fide hydrodynamic equations of flow (which in- !
itous flow. Indeed, this is the case of rotating clude, both). Thus, the present treatment is
gaseous rings frequently observed around the mathematically equivalent to the hydrodynamic
primary component in many an Algol-typebinary approach when the pressure is neglected. In
system (Joy 1942, %,_7; also Sahade 1960). presenting the problem in this manner we gain a
In the three dimensional case, ah/dt vanishes in better physical insight because both C and h arc
the XZ plane and in the plane bisecting the line physical quantities.
joining the two components. Thus, if we divide Actually an inclusion of pressure would make
space into four regions by these two planes the the problem very difficult. Indeed, Prendergast
sign of aa/dt is positive in the two regions and (1960) who started directly from hydrodynamic
negative in the other two. equations also neglected the pressure term when
he came to the stage of solving the equations.
IV. GASEOUS FLOW DERIVEDFROM THE Thus, the equations (7) and (8) should be equiva-
C AND /I CONSIDERATIONS lent to what Prendergast has used, although the
In the two dimensional case, a knowledge of C basic approach is different.
and h at every point defines completely the flow What we will show in the following is that we
pattern. Therefore, a velocity vector field of can obtain a similar solution as obtained previ-
gaseous motion in a binary system can be defined ously by Prendergast. Also by following the
by two scalar fields of h and C. Since the average present derivation we can see very clearly the
values of C and h do not change by collision, we conditions under which the solution will be valid.
may write Following Prendergast, we shall consider the
two-dimensional case, neglect the velocity eompo-
-_ +il.VC=o (7) nent at right angles to _ero-velocity curvesthe
and choose a right-handed orthogonal curvilinear
from the constancy of C a_,d coordinate system (_, _, z) where _ is the label of
the zero-velocity curves, namely
1 1
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U is given by equation (2) and _ is an angular results are valid under the same approximation.
measure along the zero-velocity curve. If we Nowit appears from equation (10) that in order to
now denote Q_ and Q_ the metric coefficients neglect u_, Ou_/O_ must be small. This is the
corresponding to this coordinate system, we can condition for the validity of our solution.
express equations (7) and (8) in this new system Physically we have started by assuming that
as follows: Ouzel the flow fo)lows the zero-velocity curves, but once
v'e have found u_, according to equation (14) we
,_[" [ Ou_ . immediately see that u_ does not vanish because
_.-/I - lu_tg_L \ _ -t-u O_/J Ou_/a_ does not. So the flow cannot exactly
follow the zero-velocity curves. Whether we can
u.[ Ou_ . u au_ (10) find a converging field of velocities for this steady
-_-_,_-_ t _ O_/--o state by an iterating process, we do not know.
and Neither has Prendergast commented on this
possibility.
u_[ar 2 au_ ou_ ou_ Or_u_ However, near the two finite bodie_, the varia-
--i-_+r_-_+Q_\_ . -_u,-r_-_ -_-_ _] tions of velocity with ,1is small, so the flow pattern
obtained here represents a good approximation.
u_[dr2 Ou_ ar_u Ou_ O_u _ This explains why gaseous rings are frequently
+_k_-+r_-+-_-_ ,-r_-_--_-_ _] observed around the primary component of many
=_(1-_)y(_ _) (11) an Algol-type eclipsing binary.- In order to complete the analogy of the present
calculation with Prendergast's, we may write
equation (10) by neglecting u_ and higher order
: if we assume a steady state of flow. Here the terms, as follows
! subscripts/_ and 71denote respectively the compo-
imnts of the vector in the/_ and_ direction. _(Q_u_aU_(1 ou,'_-_
If we neglect u_ v'_ obtain u_-\Q_/ 'o_ \ -u,_-_-]
oU_=o (12) We can now examine the asymptotic behavior
0_ of u_ for small values of r_ (or similarly of r_).
In the immediate neighborhood of the 1- _ corn-
from equation (10) and ponent, we may take the position of this compo-.
nent as the origin and use the polar coordinate
u_ ar_ _--I _- uJ Ou_ Or_-ul ,_ --;_\ - [1 1 (13) system (r_, _) where _is the angle that the radius
Q, a, _CQ._\r_o_-FO_ ']=iz(1-")Y\r_-r_] vector _, makes with the x-axis, being counted,
as usual, positive in the counter-clockwise direc-
from equation (11). Combining equations (12) tion from the positive x-axis. The _ero-velocity
:. and (13) we obtain a second degree algebraic curves in the immediate neighborhood can be
equation for u_ approximated by circles. Thus, we have
Q, a,_ Q,
and _ = -_ (16)
By neglecting u_ in one of the two) hydro-
in the other,dynamic equations of flow a u_ since (_,_,z) is a right-handed coordinate system.
•_ Prendergast has also obtained and second degree It can be easily shown that equation (14)
algebraic equation for u_. While the coefficients reduces to
in the equation here (which involves Or_/a_ and
Or_/O,_)are completely different from those in Pen- 1-_,
u_- 2rtu, .... o, (17)dergast's equation, (which involves 8Q_/ot), both r,
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under the approximation given by eq 'ations (15) B(xo, o) the one on the other side. Thus, Xo> -u
and (16). We take the negative sign before the at A ar,d Xo<-_ at B. The relation between
square root in the soh,t!on of this quadratic Xo,rl and r_at both A and B can be easily obtained.
equation, because as Prender&ast has pointed out, Since Q_ denotes the radius of curvature of the
the velocity should vani_h if the force vanishes, zero-velocity curve at A or B then we have in
Retaining the dominant terms, we find the solu- the immediate neighborhood of A or B
tion for small r_
r2ffiQ_T(x°T-Q_)_-1-2Q+(xo-TQ_) cos _o (21)
(1-,_:. andu_= rt - (18)\rl/ r_=- -. Q. - (Xo_ Q), cos _o, (22)
This asymptotic expression represents the Kep- where _orepresents the angle which the normal to
plerian velocity in the neighborhood of the 1-_ the zero-velocity curve at any point near A or B
component in the rotating coordinate system, makes with the positive x-axis. When two signs
In order to study the asymptotic behavior at appear together, the upper one corresponds to
large distances from both the components, we point A and its neighborhood and the lower one
use the polar coordinates (r, 0) and expand all points to B and its neighl:orhood. Again _=-_o
quantities in terms of I/r, 0 being now the angle as in the first case of asymptotic expansions.
betweeI_ the radius vector i_ and the x-axis. It With the aid of equations (21) and (22) we may
can be shown that the angle that the normal to reduce equation (14) to
the zero-velocity curve makes with the radius
t 2
vector _ decreas-s as 1/r 6. Consequently, we may u_- Q_.u_TkQ_ -- o (23)
wheretake the radius vector as the normal to the curve
as a first approximation for zero-velocity curves k__(1-____J)(l_1_'_
at large distances. Simi!arly, we can show that - xo_Q_ \1'''_ rS_] (24)
the radius of curvature may be set equal to r if
we neglecttermsof 1/r+ and higher orders. With for point A and B respectively according to
these approximations we can easily derive from whether we take the upper or lower sign in
equation (14) equation (24). The solution of equation (23) is
u_ffi -r, (19)
u, ffiQ,[I- (1-k) 1], (25)
if we remember that in this asymptotic case
the minus sign before the parenthesis has been
_ffi& (20) chosen in order to agree with the asymptotic
behavior found previously in equation (18). The
According to equation (19) the gas remains at radius of curvature Q_ can be derived from equa-
rest in the stationary frame of reference. Thus, tion (9). We shall omit its long expression here.
the asymptotic behavior in both cases is, as it We have computed u_ according to equation
should be, identical to what Prendergast has (25) for several cases of Xo with _ _0.2. It ap-
obtained, pears evident from the results of computations
The numerical evaluation of u_ is not simple that velocities thus obtained are very near to
but it can be done. We shall illustrate it by those found in the periodic orbits which w_ may
computing values of u_ rt those two points in the obtain either by the numerical process of sueces-
flow around the 1-_ component where a stream sire approximation (Huang and Wade 1963) or
line intersects with the x-axis. At these two points by the series solution (Huang 1964). In the
we can take advantage of the simplification arising r_cond and third column of Table 1 we have a
from the symmetry of the zero-velocity curves few velocities of a particle as it crosses the z-axis
witi. respect to the x-axis, obtained by equation (25) and from the periodic
Let point A(x,, o) be the one of these points on solutions respectively. Needless to say, the dis-
the right side of the 1-_ compovent and point agreement in sign between # and u_ in one half of
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i: the cases in Table 1 arises purely from the differ- (5). Now in the (x, y, z) veiocity space, equation
._ en(: in the coordinate system. We should corn- (26) represents a sphere with tile center _t the
i pare only the magnitudes between the second and origin and with a radius equal to A '/_, while equa-
l third column• As would be expected, the agree- tion (27) represents a plane. It is then obvious
ment between two kinds of computations becomes that for any given combination of A, B, x, !', z
' better and better as we approach more and more (or equivalently C, h, x, y, z) the two surfaces may
to the star. Thus, the gaseous rings found obser- or may not intersect with each other. If they do
. vationally in many binary systems may be not, no real velocity components (x, y, z) will
satisfy both equations. This means that the
: T^,L,: 1.--A Comparison of Veloci_.'cs at Points on the particle with the given values of C and ,_ cannot
x-axis Obtainedfrom Equation (1_) and from Periodic reach the point (x, y, z). In other words, tl.e
Solutions point (x, y, z) lies in the forbidden zone associated
with the given C and h values•
: _ From Periodic The forbidden zone can be easily calculated
a, u, FromEq. (14) Solutions from the condition that the distance of the origin
from the plane given t,y equation (27) in the
• 054472 -1. 492 1.525 velocity place is greater than the radius, A '/' of
•-. 450000 - 1.529 - I. 556 equation (26). Explicitly, the forbidden zone is
• 001841 - 1.775 1.791 given by
-. 400000 - 1. 794 - 1.809 Bz> A (x2-+'y 2) (28)
-. o4.q:_so -z 14s 2. 1_
-. 350000 -2. 156 -2. 164
--. 099858 --2. 724 2. 726 We shall illustrate the forbidden zone only in
-. 300000 -2. 7T/ -2. 730 the x, y plane. It can be obtained by plotting
. --. 149986 --3. 949 3. 949 the curve defined by the following equation
-. 250000 -3. 950 -3. 950
f(r, O)--r'+r[r"-} 2(1--_)r, _-_-C]-h=o. (29)
regarded equivalently either as a hydrodynamic
flow or as motions of particles in a continuous
series of periodic orbits that exist around the where Owhich enters into the expression for r, and
component, r_ denotes the angle between the radius vector i_
of the third body and the positive x-axis.
V. THE FORBIDDEN ZONE Although h is a physical quantity, it is not a
constant of motion in the restricted three-body
Since our approach to the problem of gaseous problem. Consequently, the forbidden zone is
flow in the binary system emphasizes the two not as important as the zero-velocity curves in
physical quantities C and h, it is interesting to depicting the motion of particles. However, corn-
point out that at some points in space, a certain bined with the property of 4"/dt discussed in the
combination of values for these two quantities is previous section, the forbidden zone may serve
incompatible. In other words, with a given value some useful purpose of excluding certain modes
of C and h, sometimes the particle cannot into a of gaseous flow in the binary system.
certain region of space which we shall call the Figure I illustrates three forbidden zones in
forbidden zone. It can be easily seen as follows, the x, y plane for C:3.5 and for the three values
We may express equations (1) and (5) simply as of h. The areas that include the origin are for-
_+1_'+_' A, (26) bidden to particles having the assumed C and h
and values. Because of the symmetry with respect
x[I-y±,ffi B, (27) to the x-axis, only one half of the zone is drawn
in each case. However, the signs of dh/dt are
where A and B are functions of x, y, z, C and h marked in the figure in all four quadrants at the
and can be easily found from equations (1) and comers.
!
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"| _ .... those p_ticles with C values between C1 and C2
III _I"I : _.o z
will penetrate into this volume, since any particle
°I /___ withC<Clcanmoveintoit. But the amount
of accumulation of matter inside this volume at
0" any given time perhaps increases with the increase
" _, of A . It follows from this reasoning t at fermi-
lit!/ (____ /?J tion of gaseous rings around the primary (1-#)
component favors large values of _, as we can
easily see, for example, from Kuiper and Johnson's
Jl _ / _ _'S'__+.:-,_._____L__J Table, that AC increases with it.
.................... L::+.......... On the other hand. we have pointed out (Huang
and Struve, 1956) that from the consideration of
FmvitE l.--Thc Forbidden Zone--Particles with given available space for their ring formation around
C and h at any instant cannot be found in a certain primary component, gaseous rings have a better
region of space, -ailed the forbidden zone. Three for- chance to exist in binaries of small #. From the
bidden zones in the xy plane are illustrated here for three two arguments _ e may conclude that perhaps
pairs of (C, h). They are (3.5, 1), (3.5, 0.6) aml (3.5,
0.3). Becau_ of symmetry with respect to the x-axis, formation of gaseous rings has its highest chance
oniy,me-half of rich zone is shown here. The forbidden in binaries with p neither near the maximum end
z,,ne corresponding to each of the other two pairs of (C, h) of 0.5 nor near the minimum end of approaching
lies inside a single closed curve. The sign of dh/d_ is zero. Observationally gaseous rings have been
marked at each corner of the four quadrants f-)rmed by found in binaries with _t around 0.2. While this
x =o andy =0.5. result agrees with the prediction from the previous
Yl. SOME REMARKSCONCERNING THE simple arguments, it may also be caused by
ROTATING GASEOUSRINGS OBSERVEP the effect of observational selection, since it is
IN THE BINARY SYSTEM extremely difficult to measure _ when it is much
1. TheChance of Ring Formation less than 0.1
In passing, it may be noted that following theLet us denote C_ a_,d C2 as the value of C that
argument of available space we have predicted a
corresponds respectively to the innermost and tew eclipsing binaries in which gaseous ring may
outermost contact surface (Kui9er, 1941). The be expected but not yet observationally detected
latter will be hereafter called, for the sake of (Huangand Struve, 1956). Among these predicted
I,revity, the S_ and $2 surface. Both C_ and C_ stars is 3 Per. (Algol) whose emission feature
have heen compu_d by Kopal (e.g. 1959) and
was later discovered by Struve and Sahade, 1957.
Kuiper and Johnson (1956). While they have concluded that the emission
According to the result obtained in the re- feature does not indicate a ring structure, it
_tricte(t three-body problem, those ejected par- nevertheless reveals an accumulation of gases in
ticles whose C values are greater than C_ cannot the system. And the accumulation of gases is a
pi,,letrate the Si surface, anti those whose C
necessary condition for the ring formation,
wdues are greater than C_ cannot penetrate the
_2 surface. It follows that those particles whose 2. Ring Formation, Mass Dissipation
C values are less than C2 could escape from the and EjectionVelocities
system and those whose C values are larger than It is eviden_ trom observations that the gaseous
C_ will remain inside the Si surface, particles flowing in the binary system come from
The quantity, the component stars themselves (e.g. Wood 1950;
AC=C_-C_, (30) Kopal 1959; Sahade 1960). In fact, it is usually
measures the closeness of the two critical zero- the less massive component that is losing mass.
w,locity surfat.e'_ 8_ and _2 and may have an Accordingly, we will assume the injection of
important effect on the flow of matter ejected by particles into the system by the _ component.
the secondary component into the primary lobe Let 1-> be the velocity of ejection with respect
of the S_ surface. We d,.) not mean i,hat only to that point of the stellar surface f:om which the
1966028656-142
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particle is ejected. If the secondary component observed around the primary component. That
is rotating ,_xMiy as a rigid body with an angular is why we have classified ejection leading to the
velocity _ with respect to a stationary frame of ring formation as a slow mode (Huang 1963).
reference, any particle that is attached to the
surface rotates with a velocity _×R: where R2 3. Evolutionand Physical Significanceof
is the radius vector of a point on the secondary Rotating Gaseous Rings
surface from its center. Since the center of the The gaseous rings around the prim,try compo-
secondary revolves with a unit angular velocity nent formed by the material from the secondary
k, in the z-direction in its orbit, the ejection compvnent cannot be permanent. Bee,-iseofthe
velocity in the xyz coordinate system is given by tidal friction, the r._pi(lly rotating ring ' ill gra(iu-
di_ all)- lose the angul;_r momentum to its original
d-_= ?+ (_ -f_) X/_. (31) sour('e of orbital motion. A.- the angular momen-
tum of rotating particles de('reases, they fall into
In order to compute the C values of ejected the primary. Thereforc, without other disturl)-
particles, we can take advantage of the fact that
antes, the rotating ring._ represent only tin inter-
the surface of the secondary coincides with the mediate step in the transfer of mass from the
secondary lobe of the S_ surface. Thus, it follows secondary to the primary component. If the
from thc equation (1)that ring will be dissipated easily, its presence can
(d_.. (32) only indicate an active secondary at the epoch
C- C _- \ dr/ of observation.
If axial rotation and orbital revolution of the We know solar surface activities because '.troy
secon(la_y (_) component are synchronized provide us with a disk to observe. In the case
of stars, little can be learned about their surfaceC = Ci- 1"-.
conditions because they appear to us as point
While _he particles ejected from the secondary sources, although eclipsing binaries have revealed
component has values always less than Cl accord- some of the secret:_ of the stellar surface. Now
ing to equation (32), the C values corresponding from the observable behavior of gaseous rings
to those periodic orbits close to thel-_ compo- we can (terive, according to the pzcsent idea
nent are greater than C]. It becomes evident of ring formation, the mode of ejection of mass
that before the ejected Farticles accumulate to from stellar surface. Thus, if the ring can
form gaseous rings dose to the primary eompo- maintain its existence only when matter is con-
nent, they must have collided one another many tinually supplied to it by the secondary eom-
_ times such that C's of some particles have been ponent, its fluctuations in intensity or even
; increased to the necessary values to make the its disappearance and re-emergence, which have
,i
ring formation possible. Because of the conserva- been actually observed (Wyse 1(.)34; Joy !947;
:, tion law given by equation (3) we may expect McNamara 1951) can only reflect the manner in
that C's of other particles must have been re(lured which matter from the secondary is ejected.
_ as a result of collisions. Since particles of small Rings may disappear when the secondary ceases
C correspond to high velocities, they will easily to eject matter. In this case, their disappearance
escape from the system. It can, therefore, be would be gradual. Rings may also disappear
concluded that the formation of gaseous rings of when the _condary suddenly ejects a large num-
small radii around the primary component must be( of particles of high velocities. The latter
be accompanied by dissipation of mass from the simply sweeps all rotating partMes off their orbit.
system. In this case, the disappearance of rings would
If V should t)e very large, it would t)e doubtful most likely occur suddenly. Perhaps the fluctua-
whether the velocities of an appreciable amount tion of light intensity of gaseous rings and some-
of particles can be reduced by collisions to make times their total disappearance actually observed
ring formation liossible. Therefore, we would are due to the second cause.
suggest that the ejection velocities from the sec- In any case, from what has been observed of
_: ondary are in general, small if gaseous rings are the gaseous rings the ejection of matter from the
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stellar surface does not resemble a continuous found any gaseous ring around the less massive
steady process such as the evaporation from a component, but rather why systems whose more
liquid surface. If there is ever a steady back- massive component injects particles into the
ground flow out of the secondary, it is s'lper- secondary lobe should be so rare. Presumably,
imposed by intermittent bursts like the promi- some selection effect plays a role here, but it
nence activities on the solar surface. Thus, by is unlikely that this is the sole cause.
observing the variatmn in intensity and strllcture ACKNOWLEDGMENT
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APPENDIX
DERIVATION OF EQUATIONS (7)-(11) FROM HYDRODYNAMIC CONSIDERATIONS
Equation (7) has been derived already by Prendergast (1960), while equation (8) can be obtained
as follows: if we neglect the pressure term, the hydrodynamic equations in the orbital x-y plane become:
Ou_ Ou_ 8u_ OU (1)
Ouu , Ou_ , auu , _, OU
Multiplying equation (1) by y and equation (2) by x and subtracti_g the two resulting equations we obtain
Ou_ Ouu Ou_ 8u:_ Oux 8u:c
+ 2yu_=o_\ x oy / oe X ox oy / x_'--y-_ (3)
Since h may be written now as h f._x_Ty_.l..zu_yu:, (4)
it can be easily shown that equation (3) t_ecomes identical to equation (8) in the main test.
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ROTATIONAL BEHAVIOR OF THE MAIN-SEQUENCE
STARS AND ITS PLAUSIBLE CONSEQUENCES
CONCERNING FORMATION OF PLANETARY
SYSTEMS*
SU-SHU HUANGt
A pi,enomenologicaltheoryforthe behaviorofaxialrotationofmain-sequencestarsis
proposedhereby consideringtheeffectofbraking.Itdoesnotspecifythephysicalprocessof
brakingbutdoesprovideastatisticalmodelbywhichhistogramsofobservedrotationalvelocities
ofstarsofdifferentspectraltypescanbeexplainedintermsofthebrakingstrength.Itshows
thatrotationIallstarsincludingthoseofO andB typehasbeenbrakedinvariousdegreesduring
theircourseofe':olution.
As aresultofbraking,thestellarngularmomentum istransferredoutwardstothesurround-
ingnebulathatmay beregardedastheremnantofstarformation.Thisleadsplausiblytothe
formationaroundthestarofaplanetarysystemfromthenebula.Iftheangularmomentum is
notfurtherdissipatedfromthenebula,we canestimatethesizeoftheplanetarysystemand its
probabilityofoccurrence.Itshowsthatthesizeofa planetarysystemaroundany staris
criticallydependentuponthemassinthenebulaascomparedtothatofthestaritself.
I. A THEORY FOR EXPLAINING THE that the rotational axes show no preference in
OBSERVED DISTRIBUTION OF their directions in space. This indicates that the
STELLAR ROTATIONAL VELOCITIES rotatingstarshave not acquired theirangular
Axialrotationof the main-sequencestarsstops momentum from the galacticrotationofthe pre-
quiteabruptlyatabout F5 (Struve1930). Ithas stellargaseous medium. Instead,theirangular
frequentlybeen attributedto the brakingeffect momenta must have been derivedfrom a random
of variousmechanisms reviewed in a previous process,such as collisionsof interstellarclouds,
paper (Huang and Struve 1960). A more effi- turbulence, etc. (Huang and Struve 1954). Con-
=; cient braking mechanism than those previously sequently, we may expect that the angular mo-
proposed has recently been suggested by Schatz- menta per unit mass, h, of stars are originally
man (1962) as due to mass loss through stellar distributed according to the Maxwellian law.
2 magnetic activities. Finally we would like to call attention here to the
In the present paper we do not intend to discuss fact that this observational consequence has not
the physical process of how the braking of stellar been fully appreciated. Many theoreticians still
rotation is actually affected. Rather, we will take the rotational angular momenta of stars as
show phenomenologically that the observed dis- due ultimately to the galactic rotation of the
tribution of rotational velocities of stars belonging tenuous pre-stellar medium (e.g. Edgeworth 1946;
to different spectral types can indeed be under- Hoyle 1960).
stood in terms of braking strengths. For a given spectral type the geometrical radius
! As the result of a statistical study (Struve 1945; and the radius of gyration do not vary greatly.--t
Huang and Struve 1954) it has been concluded
r Hence, we may take the equatorial rotational
*PubliahedinTheAItrophylical Journal141:98.5.April 1965, velocity, v, to be in direct proportion to h. If we
', tGoddard Space Flight Center and Catholic Univemity, Wuh-
_,_ ington,D.C. set x ffiv,/Vm, where v= denotes the most probable
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equatorial rotational velocity, the original dis- If we accept this simplified model, the distribu-
tribution of x in a given spectral range should be tic a of equatorial rotational velocities after brak-
given by ing has taken its toll becomes
4_, X2e_z2 ' 4fo(X) = _ x<_x, (1) f(x, xl)=&o(Xl)5(x--o)_-_(x-}-xl)2e(_+_,) 2 (3)
where
according to our assumption. Here x, is tb, e Ul_ _2 (fx _| 2pe limit of r tational velocities because of rots- ¢/(_) =- e dt-xe -z (4)tional instability _.nd _, is a numerical factor to o
normalize the function fo(x). Now if we assume and $(x-o) denotes the delta function.
that the star rotates as a rigid body, x is obviously If q_(y,xl) denotes the distribution of observed
related to the angular momentum per unit mass, velocities, y, we have (Kuiper 1935; Chandra-
h, of the star as follows: sekhar and Miinch 1950)
f_ f(x,x,)dx
h=Rk%,,x (2) _,(y,xl)=y j x(x2_y2) t (5)
Y
where R is the geometrical radius and Rk the Substituting equation (3) into equation (5) we
radius of gyration of the star. We may define obtain
h=h¢ by equation (2) when x=x,. Then inter- ¢,(y,_l)=_bo(X_).8(y--o)+_b(y,xl) (6)
stellar clouds with h > hc could very possibly lead where
to the formation of close binary systems. Since " 4 f_/2 2
at present we are interested mainly in the be- _b(y,x_)=_/(y sec O-t-x_)_e-(y 0"°e+z_)dO (7)
h_vio:" of the observed distribution at its small-
w_loci_y end which is not significantly affected by The observed distributions are given in the
the high-velocity tail, we shall set, for simplicity form of histograms, i.e.,
of calculation, xc> o_ and consequently _'= 1. _(y,x_) = _favAs a simple model, we propo that the effect of _(y, xl)dy,
braking is to reduce h of all stars in a given spec- (_-o_vj
tral range by a constant amount, h_. Define 7(n-1)Ay<y<nAy. (8)
_=x_ when h=h_ is substituted in equation (2). I
It is then obvious that x_ measures the degree of In Figure 1 we have shown 11 computed histo-
braking of axial rotation of the stars within a grams Of ¢(y,x_) according to equations (5)-(7)
spectral type, namely, the stronger the braking for / / values of x_ (0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6,
mechanism, the greater the value of x_. In this 1.0, 1.4, 1.8, 2.6) with Ay=0.2. This sequence of
way we are able to obtain the distribution of rots- histograms illustrates the effect of the braking
tioual velocities after the braking mechanism has strength on the distribution of observed rotational
been applied, velocities of stars in a spectral type. The case
Needless to say, this statistical model is very x_=0 corresponds to that of no braking, while the
idealized ard represents an extreme case. Most case x_=2.6 leads practically to a complete stop
likely h_ is not a constant even within a spectral of axial rotation by braking.
sub-type but increases witll the original value of These diagrams should be compared with the
h. However, since the observed distribution is observed histograms. Unfortunately, as we can
not well determined, we do not see any advantage see in our previous paper (Huang 1953), the two
at this moment to build an elaborate model which sets of observed diagrams derived from two
usually would involve many adjustable parame- uncombinable sets of observational data show
ters. On the other hand, because of this over- slight differences. The two uncombinable sets of
simplified model, the quantitative results obtaired observational data are respectively from the three-
in this paper represent only a very rough estimate, prism and two-prism spectrograms that have
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IIi i
.... .= =.... _,, ,1........ FIGURE 2--.Observed histograms of projected rotational
_I I velocities of three groups of stars, O and B, A _nd
x,-o4 x,-o_ _r F0-F5, taken from a previous paper. The histogram of
" projec ed r tational velocities for later type stars will be
consisted of only a single column of small velocities.
,, These histograms should be compared with those in
Figure 1. The trend of increa.uing braking strengths
. I_--_ _._ f m O and B, through A and F0-F5 to later- ype stars
=,, ..... 1.......... , ............. '_"" ...... is unmistakable. From the comparison we may make a
..../ '_-- '°1 --_ 'xt_6 rough estimate of xl for each of these three groups of
• IF tllr _ asl o, ,
XI'OG l XI.IO )t "14 XI'IR] stars.
eaj Ol ol' oo,
,,I ':i "[ ever, our crude measurements of stellar rotational15 • _S
:I_] .... velocities provide the only uniform set of data
.... which cover such a large number of stars that
_:I/_-_ ,,'JJJ , ", : make the histograms in Figure 2 statistically__ significant.
....... ; '_......_ ..... '............ '" .... In Table 1 we give the results of our determina-O o t_ _ N I_ IZ
tion of x_ and v_ for each of three observed histo-
FmuaE l.--Computed histograms of projected rotational
velocities of groups of stars that have suffered different grams after a comparison with those in Figure 1,
degrees of braking. We have plotted here 11histograms X_ being determined by the shape and v_ by the
for 11 values of X, which, according to our model, scales of abscissas of both observed and computed
measures the strength of braking of stellar axial rotation, diagrams. It should once more be emphasized
that these values are very tentative as both theory
been taken during the years by astronomers at and observational data (especially the conversion
the Lick Observatory. There are 1103 stars for of measured widths of the spectral line to rota-
which rotational velocities were measured from tional velocities) are crude. However, there is
three-prism spectrograms and 445 stars for which no doubt at all that x_ is least (but definitely non-
rotational velocities were measured from two- vanishing) for O and B-type stars, increases only
prism spectrograms. Therefore, the histograms slightly for A-type stars and becomes much larger
of rotational velocities derived from the three- for F0-F5 stars. Since few single stars of spectral
prism spectrograms are definitely more reliable types later than F5 are found to be rotating with
than those from the two-prism spectrograms from a measurable velocity, we must conclude that x_
a consideration of both the dispersion and the for these late-type stars is greater than 2.6.
number of stars studied. For this reason we shall While we cannot determine x_ accurately be-
compare the computed histograms in Figure 1 cause of the uncertainty in observational data,
with the observed ones obtained from three-prism the general behavior does indicate that our simple
histograms, the latter being reproduced here in statistical model for the braking effect represents
: Figure 2. Finally, it may be noted that there are very well the gradual change of the distribution of
: available better observational data for rotational observed rotational velocities from O and B
velocities (Slettebak 1949 et seq.; Cf. Huang and through A and F0-F5, and finally to later-type
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stars. Especially it explains the lohgpuzzled fact theory of formation of light elements--Li, Be, B--
that a large number of O, B, A stars do not rotate in the early phase of the solar system on the other.
appreciably, although their average rotational Thus far, we have followed the reasoning of
velocities as group are high. both Schat:'.man and Poveda that the magnetic
The previous result induces us _o conclude that field is generated in the star as a result of convec-
contrary to our previous belief, braking is not tive motion and differential rotation. However,
limited only to stars of spectral _ypes later than F5 it may be noted that it would not modify our con-
but extends to O, B, A and early F stars as well. clusion if we assume that the strong magnetic
It suggests that along the main sequence all stars field is derived from accretion of interstellar mag-
show evidence of having been braked. However, netic lines of force during the period of star forma-
the braking mechanism is weak at the upper tion. If so, the strong magnetic activities in the
branch of the main sequence and increases its early phase would represent the dissipation be-
strength rapidly after F0. It becomes so strong causf f convection, of magnetic energy that is
after F5 that rotation of all stars is practically already there.
stopped by it.
We have mentioned before that by assuming II. PROBABILITYOF FORMATION OF
xc--,_ we introduce an approximation. While PLANETARY SYSTEMSAROUND STARS
this approximation doe:_not seriously modify the
distribution function at the lower end of observed It has often been suggested (e.g. Huang 1959)
rotational velocities, it makes an appreciable dif- that the disappearance of rotation after F5 may
ference at the upper end. Thus, when we com- indicate the emergence of planetary systems be-
pare histograms (those of x1=0.3, 0.4 and 0.8) in cause it is difficult to understand how the original
Figure 1 with those in Figure 2, we can immedi- distribution of angular momenta of the late-type
ately see a systematic difference arising from this stars should be so radically different from that of
approximation, since in all three histograms ob- early ones. This is especially true if we follow
tained from observed data, the distribution func- the reasoning in the previous section where the
tion drops much more rapidly than what have original distribution of angular momenta per unit
been calculated on the assumption of xl--* _. mass of stars is assumed to follow the Maxwellian
Thus, a cut-off of rotational velocities at their distribution (which may be truncated at the high-
upper end is evident in all three cases in Figure 2. value end because of rotational instability). In-
This shows that rotational instability has played deed, if angular momenta that have been di_si-
a role not only in 0- and B-type stars but also in pated from the stars remain in their neighborhood,
F-and perhaps even later-type stars sometime formation of planetary systems would appear
during the course of their evolution. This result inevitable. Following this line of reasoning we
may be significant to our search of clues for star shall make in this section an estimate, though a
formation, very crude one, not only of the probability amoeg
The strength of braking varies with the mo- single stars that will possess planetary systems
ment of braking force and the duration in which but also of their general behavior with respect to
braking acts. If indeed the braking is due to the spectral type of their parent stars.
magnetic activities which are in turn induced by Before we shall understand why our planetary
convection and rotation itself in the early phase system was formed in a state as it is, we are not
of the star's evolution as Schatzman (1962) has expected to derive, simply from a consideration
suggested, we would expect from the present study of ti_e angular momentum, the detailed structure
that magnetic activities have occurred in stars of of planetary systems around stars. In order to
all masses in their early phases of evolution, differ- obtain a general behavior of any planetary system
ing only in the strength and duration of such around a star without going into the detail struc-
activities. This conclusion is in agreement with ture we may define the concept of an "equivalent
Pvoeda's (1964) interpretation of flare stars based planet," which is a fictitious planet that would be
on Hayashi's (1961) results of evolution on one moving in a circular orbit with an angular momen-
hand and Fowler, Greenstein and Hoyle's (1962) turn per unit mas._, h*, equal to the average value
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of the entire mass outside of, but belonging to, the after the completion of braking process has the
star. Thus, in the case of our solar system, we following value:
have (Allen 1955) the total angular momentum of
the planetary system equal to 3.15 x 1050 gm fl(x)=MRk_vmx+9.o for stars with x<__x,
cm2/sec, while its t/otal mass is 2.68 x 10s° gm.
Consequently, its h', denoted hereafter by h_' is =MRk_vmxl+9_ - £1 for stars with x>x_ (13)
h, = 1.176 × l0_°cm_/sec. (9) For stars with slow rotation which indicates small-
ness of h of the pre-stellar medium, P_ must be
Then it is easy to find that the equivalent planet small and may be neglected. Itowever, for stars
of our own planetary system is located at a of rapid rotation and especially for those which
distance have passed through the stage of rotational in-
a, = 1.042 × 1014cm (.10) stability in the course of their evolution, h of the
prestellar medium must be large and P-0large too.
from the sun (i.e. between Jupiter and Saturn as If we include the possibi!ity that a part of the
would be expected) and revolves with a linear angular momentum in the nebula may be dissi-
velocity pated away (for example through the loss of
V,=ll.3 km/sec. (11) mass), P.0may be even negative. Thus, P.ocan-
not be estimated from the present consideration.
around the sun. It is obvious from our definition However, as we shall see, this uncertainty can be
of the equivalent planet that it does give us a f,)rmallycircumvented in thefollowingcalculation.
measure of the extent of any planetary system Since
although it conveys no idea about its total mass ' -fl= (GMa)and mass distribution in the system, h =m !' (14)
Let us now assume that the gaseous remnant
around a star after its formation is m and the where a is the radius of the equivalent planet's
mass, radius and radius of gyration of the star it- orbit around a st_r and
self are respectively M, R, and Rk. Therefore,
h ' V (GMea,)t (15)the total angular momentum of the star is _ =o_ ,=
I £(v) = MRk_v (12) for the planetary system of the sun, we may intro-
duce a new variable
After braking, all of its angular momentum is [M)'_a'½
transported into the surrounding medium (of _=\Moa,/
(16)
m ss m) aeeordimr to our theory if v_<vl(=x_v=)
and a constaht part (equal to fl_= MRk2v,,,x_ of it
is transported out if v> v_. However, we should to measure the size of the equivalent planet's orbit
reali_.e that the angular momentum in the nebula around any _tar. It follows from equations (13)-
: that will evolve to become a planetary system (16) that _ extends from
could be different from what has been fed into it
by the star, because some angular momentum, _o-= fl-----_*to _= fl----L--_ l l7)
say _, may be originally associated with it and ms,V, ma,V,
has never gone into the star. Since both the if P.0is positive and zero to _, if 90 is negative.
star and its surrounding nebula are supposed to Therefor% the lower and upper limit of the radiushave been formed from the same interstellar
of the equivalent planet's orbit denoted respee-
medium, we may reasonably assume that the vec- tively by ae and a_ are given by
tor, _*lo,points to the same direction as the stellar
._ angular momentum does. Hence, we can con- =(Mao _'" _( Ms1 }"_sider their agnitudes only and the angular mo _o and /5 (18)
• mentum associated with the nebula (of mass m) _Mea'/ _Moa'/
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Now x and //are related by From the values of xl and vmin Table 1 we can
compute fi (or X) for each of the three cases given
x=X// £o (19) there. We shall use the mean radius R/Ro=3.9MRk_v,, and mean mass M/Mo=5.9 for 0 and B stars,
where R/Ro= 1.74 and M/Mo=2 for A stars and R/Ro
= 1.35 and M/Mo = 1.4 for F0-F5 stars. In all
x=m a, V, 1
R v,, k 2 (20) cases we adapt k2=0.05. Then it follows fromM Table 1 and equations (20) and (23) that mtl/M
It is easy to derive from equations (1) and (19)
that the distribution function 5(//) with respect TABLE 1.--Values of xl and v,. determined from a Compari-
to //. son arul Observed arid Calculated Histograms of Rotational
If we further let Velocities
_o rm(km/sec)
t=// ma,V, (21) Sp. Type x,
and
£o Xl O and B 0. 3 ,--200
q = St ma,V, = X (22) A O.4 .._200
F0-F5 0. 8 _200
we obtain from 5(//) that later than F5 >-2.6 ................
°ktt.,,-_,_,]=-Q-_^' is equal to 6.9×10-' for O and B stars, equal to
6(t-fi)[l-_o(x_)] (23) 4.1X10 -_ for A stars, and equal to 6.4X10 -_ for
F0-F5 stars. It is quite evident that the error
involved in the determination of z_ and v,, is much
Since from t to // it involves only a horizontal greater than the differences we have found in these
translation, the shape of the distribution function three expressions of h. Consequently, we may
does not depend upon _. If P.0 is positive, we roughly set
simply translate the entire curve to the right,
thereby increasing system_ fically the size of the tl = 6× 10-4M (24)
expected orbits. If P.0is negative, we translate m
the curve to the left and set the probability to
zero everywhere that is on the left side of the as representing all stars from 0 to F5. If =0,
origin. In this way we are able formally to take equation (24), when combined with equations
into account any value of _. Physicallj, how- (17), (18) and (23), gives
ever, we should remember that _ likely varies
_MMe
from case to case and moreover we do not know _--(6X 10 ). _ (25)
how it does vary (say, with respect to M, h, m, a,
h_,etc.). Hence, it is one of the uncertain factors
that prevent us to derive the probability of _cur- wbich states that the maximum size of the plane-
fence of a planetary system of a given size. tary system is directly proportional to the mass
Since we can obtain easily the distribution with of its parent star and inversely proportional to
respect to//from that with respect to t, we shall the square of its total mass. It should be noted
consider hereafter only the latter wifich, as we see that the numerical coefficient in equation (24)
from equation (24), depends upon two parameters, does not apply to stars later than F5 for which
;, and t' or equivalently X and z, because of equa- we do not have any observed data for making
tion (23). While z_ has been determined from the calculation.
observed data, t, involves an unknown parameter, We have _en how critically does the site of a
namely m/M. planetary system depend upon the mass in the
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nebula. A further complication is the dissipation a large variation among individual systems, their
of mass in the nebula and accompanying dissipa- sizes do not wLry greatly from one to the other.
tion of angular momentum before the formation Most of them are crowded at the upper limit.
of a planetary system of finite bodies. The diffi- The truncation of systems around F-type stars
culty of this point can be seen from the fact that occurs at relatively larger values. Consequently,
even in our own planetary system there is no the spread of sizes is also larger, although there is
consensus concer_ing the amount of mass in the still an appreciable number of them at the upper
solar nebula in the beginning, as som einvestiga- limit of tbeir size. On the other hand, the sizes of
tots advocate _, value of m/M--0.1 while others planetary systems around late-type (later than F)
use considerably smaller values, stars are expected to be distributed like a com-
Since the actual size of any planetary system plete Maxwellian curve with a wide spread of
must be equal to or less than the upper limit, we values. They should not show the tendency to
have for our own planetary system aj>_as. It accumulate at any particular size like _:ystems
then follows from equations (17) and (18) that around early-type stars do. All these conse-
quences would be modified if .q0 varies greatly
m _ £0 __(R_2ovm,_\ from one system to another; in such cases the
-- < _-:-;7-_ (26)
M o- a,t ,M o \ as _,_ )x_ distribution of planetary sizes can be derived only
when we know the variation of [h.
The ratio m/M for the solar system at present is Finally, we would like to a_k if it is possible that
equal to 1.3 X 10-s. In the early days it must be there is no mass left after the actual processes of
star formation (i.e., m-0). In that case no planet
much greater than this value. If we now take vm
to be the same as that determined in Table 1 would be formed. Indeed from the point of view
(200 Kin'see), we have of star formation we do not have any compelling
reason to assure us that there must be some mass
Ro v=,.2 .... left behind to form planets after the star itself is
• _-_ =o._xlO -4 (27) formed. On the other hand, the rotational be-
havior of stars does suggest that there must be
Therefore, it follows from equation (26) that if some mass left behind since axial rotal .on could
[h--0, x_>2.2. Equation (1) shows that the not be effectively braked witho_it the presence of
probability of having x > 2.2 is rather small. This such mass around the star, although we cannot at
would put our planetary system as an unusual present estimate the amount of mass that is there.
case, namely its chance of occurrence is small. It is therefore the main point of this paper, if noth-
The other alternative is that 9.0 is appreciable, ing else, to show the behavior of axial rotation of
This means that a significant portion of the angu- stars indicates the high probability of occurrence
lar momentum that is now found in our planetary of planetary systems around stars.
system has never belonged to the sun. The pres- The present paper perhaps represents the first
ent consideration cannot decide which alternative serious attempt to link the problem of occurrence
: is the more plausible one. of planetary systems in the stellar universe with
Thus, w_. have seen many uncertainties con- some observational facts. The uncertainties in
cerning p":netary systems around the stars in both theory and observation force us to adapt an
general. They cannot be resolved for the time over-simplified model. Thus, it should be re-
being. _'._,at we can predict from the present gamed as a pioneer exploration of a nebulous field
simple theory is that the size of a planetary sys- of learning rather than a legitimate treatment of
tern increases with a decrease of its total mass and something that is clearly understcM)d. As a result
that the distribution of sizes (measured by _ of we emphasize only the qualitative conclusions
the equivalent planet's orbit) behaves like a that have been derived here.
Maxwellian distribution of velocity magnitudes It is my pleasure to express my thanks to Mr.
at the lower end and is truncated at the upper end. Clarence Wade, Jr. for the numerical integrals in
For O, B and A stars the truncption occurs at equatim,s (7) and (8) on the IBM 7094 digital
relatively small values. Therefore unless _ has computer at Goddard.
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wSEQUENCE OF EVENTS IN THE EARLY PHASE
OF THE SOLAR SYSTEM*
SU-SHU ItUANGi"
The purpose of this note is to construct a se- because in Fowler's theory, it is required that the
quence of evt,ts in the early phase of the solar temperature in the solar nebula must be iow--a
system by bringing together several recent thco- requirement that appears to contradict the high
ties in different fields of learning. First we show luminosity obtained by Haya_hi. However, in
that these theories are mutually salutary. Thus, a recent article (8) w_ have argued that the tern-
when we put them together, a reasonably clear perature in the solar nebula can be low even when
picture of the formation of the planetary system the luminosity of the primeval sun is high if the
emerges, solar nebula is opaque enough in the directions in
In a recent investigation by Fowler, Greenstein the pk_' -_of disk (9) (10). Since the ch:_,ged par-
and Hoyle (1) (2), it has been assumed that there titles which follow the magnetic lines do not neees-
was strong magnetic activities on the surface of sarily travel in the plane of disk, the high density
the primeval sun. The light elements, lithium, in the disk does not prevent charged particles to
beryllium and boron were then produced accord- bombard the planetesimals in _hc disk.
ing to them by spallation processes whez, high- More rccerrtly, Poveda (11) has presented a
energy particles (mainly protons), which had been theory of flare stars. The success of his theory
accelerated by the electromagnetic force on the for explaining the locution of these --tars in the
solar surface, bombarded the dense material in the H-R diagram indicates the sot, nd rcasoving of his
solar nebula. Furthermore, they have concluded arguments. Now, if we follow the s_me _ason-
fr._m observed fact that at the time of being born- ing as he does in his investigation of flare stars, we
barded the planetesimais in the solar nebula must can immediately conclude that not only Hayashl's
I be on the average of 12 meters in radius if their theory presents no difficulty to Fow,er's theory,
shape was spherical, but the two are mutually conducive. In order to
In the meantime Hayashi (3) (4) has shown that _ this point, we have to describe briefly Poveda's
the premain sequence stars must be in a convec- theory.
tivc equilibrium. .__e and his associates have The flarestars show very rapid and non-periodic
ealculated evolutionary tracks in the H-R diagram change in brightness (12). They are always
for these stars of several masses including the dwarfs stars of late spectral types. It ha_ long
solar mass. Their results differ from the previous been suggested that the flare stars obtain their
i model based on the radiative equilibrium (5) (6) variations of luminosity i_ _ similar manner as the
by the high luminosities in the early phase of the solar flares do (13) (14). Since it is generally
evolution before the main sequence, known that solar flares are a result of magnetic
In a paper by Faulkner, Gri_ths and Hoyle (7), activities which are in turn caused by convective
a question as regards the consistency between motion and differential rotation (15), Poveda
Fowler's and Hayashi's theory has been raised, argues that flares must be very active when stars
'Publ_d _ IA,A_ro,.=_a S_,tu o_':_,P_ _:_:_.r,bmar_ are undergo;,_g evolution where convection domi-
_. nates. Fro**, the calculated results of Hayashi
_Godd_rd Spate Flild*t Center _md C_thdiv t_dvenflty. Wuhimgtom.
n.c. and his associates (4), Poveda is able to plot a
187
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curve in the H-R diagram on which convection reduced to the present level when the evolutionary
stops to be a dominant factor. Thus the flare track based on the convective model meets that
stars shouhl all lie on that side of the curve where of the radiative model, the time of intensive mag-
convection dominates and nolle on the other side. netie activities proposed by Fowler and others
Indeed, that is just what, has been observed, would be confined to the first 8× 10e years of the
Then we have Schatzman's theory (16) of brak- formation of the system. This is the time that
ing axial rotation of stars due to magnetic activi- has generally been accepted as the gravitationally
ties. Schatzman also invokes convectivo motion contracting time of the sun (1). If the intensive
in the early phase of stars as the catlse f..,r mag- magnetic activities occurred only when the sun
netic activities and thereby explains why axial was completely convective, the formation of
rotation of the main-sequence stare stops at about planeteslmals of an average radius of 12 meters i
F5 (l 7). In the case of the solar system, it is very must have taken place in the first 106years after
difficult to understand the present distribution of the sun attended hydrostatic equilibrium. It is
angular momentum with it_ high concentration in conceivable that the magnetic activities were more
major planets as representing the original state, intense at the very early stage when the lumi-
Schatzman's theory provides an effective mecha- nosity was high and convection complete than at
nism for braking the rotation of the primeval sun. later stages. If so, we may indeed expect that
Thus, we have seen three theories (Fowler's, the formation of the planetesimals occurred in the
Povcda's and Schatzman's) which predict results first few I06 years.
in agreement with observed facts and at the same Another supporting fact for the shorter time
time all consistently requite intensive magnetic scale for the formation of planetesimals comes
activities in the primeval sun and one theory from a recent study by Hunger (19), who claims
(Hayashi's) which satisfactorily e::plains the loci that contrary to the previous understanding (20)
of new stars in the H-R diagram and, at the same (21), T Tauri stars do not rotate rapidly because
time, provides the clue why there should be in- he has found many sharp stellar lines in three of
tense magnetic activities. All these four theories these stars. He attributes the broad features
not only predict observed phenomena .but also previously believed to be due to axial rotation
have strong theoretical base. Hence, the appear- now to the blending of lines. It follows from his
ance of magnetic activities in the primeval sun conclusion that axial rotation has already been
may be regarded as an established fact. reduced by magnetic braking before the evolving
It follows that we should inquire whether there star becomes a T Tauri star.
art; indeed magnetic activities in T Tauri _tars and We can now reconstruct the sequence of events
flare stars that are now evolving toward the main in the early phase of the solar system, from the
sequence. It appears that no such stars are on pr vious and other theories. The early phase of
the list of magnetic stars discovered by Babcock evolution of the sun (or for that matter, any star)
(18). However, it should be noted that the mag- has often been dividcd into two stages: (1) the
netic fichl of a star has a good chance to be dis- condensing or collapsing stage cimracterized by
covered only when it is systematic like that of a hydrodynamic inflow of matter and (2) the stellar
dipole field. When the magnetic activities in stage characterized by hydrostatic equilibrium.
stars are chaotic as are envisaged by the previous According to recent studies (22) (23), the first
theorie:;, the lines of force are oriented at ra.ndom, stage is catastrophic if we neglect the effect of
Hence, they are difficult to be dis,'overed by angular momentum and magnetic field. Gaustad
l_olariz;dion measurements. (23) gives a time scale of 5Xl06 years for com-
Hayashi and his associates (4) have given the plete free-fall from interstellar densities to stellar
time at which the primeval sun stopped to be corn- conditions. The presence of a net angular mo-
l)lelely convective to be less than 106years from mentum in the cloud prolongs somewhat the time
the time of its initial condensation and the time at of collapse. But from a consideration of the aver-
which the "hydrogen bu_'ning" began to be about age angular momentum of the entire solar system
25 × l06 years. If we follow Poveda that the solar observed at present we find that the effect of angu-
surface activities of the primeval sun became lar momentum on the time scale is small. Hence,
1966028656-154
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we may take one half t_) one million years as the The formation took place when the solar nebula
',ime that the sun underwent the first stage. The was spherical distributed. This time scale is con-
time scale of the second stage follows results given sistent with the time scale of solar evolution. It
by Hayashi and his associates (4). also agrees with the fact that the orbits of comets
The early phase of evolution of the plane_.ary now observed are randomly oriented, indicating
system can be divided into two corresponding that the local condensations too:¢ place when the
stages. The transition occurred when the evo- solar a_bula was still spherical.
lution of the sun itself was at its second stage. When strong magnetic activities appeared in
b As masses were falling into the protosun, accu- the sun in its second stage of evolution before
mulation of mass by direct capture of non-volatile reaching the main sequence, the transfer of angu-
matter (24) (25) (26) to form small local conden- lar momentum from the sun to the solar nebula
sations far away from the primeval sun took place induced inevitably the collapse of the solar nebula
in what may be regarded as the primew_ solar from a spherical distribution to a disk one. This
nebula whi('h was then distributed in a spherical marks the transition of the evolution of the solar
symmetry with respect to the sun. We may nebula from the first to the second stage. There-
regard it as the outermost layers of infalling fore, the transition from the first stage to the
material at low temperatures, second stage for the sun and that for the solar net)-
According to a recent investigation by Donn ula are not supposed to occur at the same time but
and Sears (27), the particles first formed in the differ by an interval which covers the time for de-
solar nebula are expected to be filaments and thin veloping strong magnetic fiehls in the sun from
platelets which they call whiskers. When the hydrodynamic motion and fol transporting
whiskers are collected together they form loosely angular momentum outward.
compacted instead of solidly packed condensa- The local condensations might be temporarily
tions. Thus, the condensations in the solar heated up and perhaps melt during the collapse,
nebula would have a structure resembling the or a rapid accumulation of matter in the process
lint-balls under beds or balls made of tumbleweeds might fill their porus matrix. In any case the
that roll in the wind over the prairie under the local condensations must have lost their porus
fall sky. nature and became planetesimals that Fowler
Regarding themassoftheselocalcondensations envisaged when they were settled do,vn in the
we may take the chin from Fowler's planetesimals rotating disk to be bombarded by high-energy
which may be estimated from their radii to be particles from the sun. The collapse of the solar
10t° gm on the average. For various reasons, a nebula from a spherical to a disk distribuiion be-
density of 10-9 gm/cm '_has often been assumed ing about 100 years if the nebula extended not far
for the flattened solar nebula. With this density beyond Pluto's orbit, we may regard that these
the rate of growth of condensations by direct planetesimals received all their dosage of born-
accumulation of mass can be calculated (24) (25). bardment when they were already in the rotating
It grows about 1 cm in radius in _ to 30 years, disk.
independent of the size of the body itself (25). The solar nebula has a life time of 2 × 108years
In the spherical distribution before flattening, the (25). Therefore, the formation of planets from
density must be less than 10-9 (say 10-u to 10-_3) the planetesimals must have taken place in a time
and the rate of growth would be correspondingly scale less than this value. By considering first
slower. However, it may be noted that the pre- direct capture and then gravitational accretion,
_._'_: vious rate was obtained (25) by assuming that Kuiper (25) has found that this time scale is only
•,, _he accumulating body is solidly packed. For barely enough to form planets. However, we are
_' the porus body the rate of growth in radius is inclined to suggest that the formation of planets
',._ faster by a factor inversely proportional to the from planetesimals may take a much shorter time
_. ratio of the over-all density to the mass density of than this. Our reasoning rests on the fact that
.-_ the porus body. Thus,we estimate the time of the planetesimals are gravitationally unstahle.
formation of condensations of mass comparable One can easily visuD_ize this instability by imag-
; to Fowler's planetesimals to be about 10_ years, ining a large number of planetesimals floating in
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space. A slight increase in density at one point the early days of the solar system_ because there
(due to statistical fluctuations) will easily cause a was a large volume (corresponding to the un-
rapid inflow of these bodies to that point, thereby collapsed portion of the solar nebula) which
producing a condensation of the planet size. If contained these cometary nuclei. Gradually,
so, the time of formation is simply the free-tailing however, the cometary nuclei were perturbed by
time. Since the free falling started from a density planets either to the vicii.ity of the sun and were
of l0 -9 which is more than 10_° times the inter- then disintegrated or to large distances from the
stellar donsity, ,he free-falling condensation of sun and _verethereby survived. The latter forms
proto-planets would take only a few years, the reservoir of comets at large dista,_ces from the
Two points should be noted here however, sun from which the present observable comets
First, this kind of gravitational instability .ts not come as a result of stellar perturbation. Except
what is known as Jeans instability which applies by putting the original formation beyond the orbit
to a gaseous medium (28). Secondly, the present of Jupiter, the present picture follows what has
instability would be damped when gas and dust been proposed by Oort (30).
are present together with planetesimals. There- We have seen that events in the early phase of
fore, it might take a longer time to form major the solar system formed a natural sequence one
" planets. In any case, it is very likely that when necessarily leading to the next. Consequently,
the sun reached the main sequence stage (i.e., we have now good reasons to expect that the exist-
when energy dissipated is completely balanced by ence of planetary systems around main-sequence
energy produced by thermonuclear reactions of stars, especially of spectral type later than F5
converting hydrogen into helium), the solar sys- where axial rotation stops, must be common in
tem was practically in the same state as it is the universe as has been heuristically suggested
now found, before (31).
We now propose that because of the difficuity It is a pleasure to acknowledge my sincere
of transporting angular momentum to great dis- thanks to Dr. A. Poveda for letting me read l_is
tances, the collopse of the solar nebula into a disk pvper before publication. It is his paper that
occurred only in the solar neighborhood, perhaps induced me to prepare this note.
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PLASMA NEUTRINO EMISSION FROM A HOT,DENSE
ELECTRON GAS*
CULLEN L. INMANf AND MALVIN A. RUDERMAN$
Neutrino I)::r emi_qionfrom coherenteleetroneexcitations (transverse plasmons) in a hot,
dense stellar plasma is calculated for a regime of temperatures and densities relevant to stellar
cw}lution. Detailed numericalresults are presented for temperatures in the range 4X 107-5× 108
OKand densities in the range 104-10agm/cms.
I. INTRODUCTION photon, is only
A coupling of electron and neutrino pairs is Rff,.,g_El _21[ E _4
implied by almost all models which describe the _ _ '10 _km---_)" (1)
weak Fermi interactions of elementary particles.
Although there has not yet been any direct experi- The probability for emitting a vvpair rises rapidly
mental detection of such an electron-neutrino with energy (in this case, like E 7) but even an
coupling, it is a necessary consequence of the electron-positron pair will annihilate into vvrather
apparent existence (Brookhaven 1963) of an than a pair of gamma rays o_!y about once in
intermediate heavy charged boson in B-decay. 1022times.
More _ver the form and magnitude of the result- An extremely strong energy dependence is char-
ing electron-neutrino interaction are unambigu- acteristic of all mechanisms for radiating vv pairs:
ously determined. The strength of the coupling an electron moving with frequency o_in a classical
is eharactcrize(l i)y the _mall Fermi constant circular orbit of radius R radiates electxomagnetic
waves, gravitational waves, and neutrino pairs
._ with powers, P, that follow from simple dimen-
f7.,_3.08.,_10__._h" sional considerations:
me_.c'
2
where m, is the electron mass;its form is analogous p_,.._R_oj _, (2)
to the intera(%ion of electromagnetic radiation
with the electron current. An accelerated elec- .. 2,.4 6tfm, t_ 00
tron can then radiate a neutrino (v)-antineutrino PG:av "_ ca (quadrupole), (3)
(_) pair with the same matrix element as that for and
electromagnetic radiation but with greatly re- g=R2o8
duced probability. For example in an atomic P,,"_-_'i" (4)
transition of enerKv E the prohability R,, for ;a-
diction of vv, relative to Rv, that for radiating a At low frequencies neutrino pair processes are en-
tirely negligible. For a double star in which each
*Publillted in The Astrophysical Journal, 140(3): 1025-1040, October member has a different electron molecular weight,
I, 1964. This work was supported in part by the National Science
Fo,nd_t_o.. the centerofelectronchargerotatesabout the
?Goddat_lSpaceFlightCenterandNewYorkUnivemity. fixedcenterofmass,but theneutrinopairradia-
INew York University, on leave from the Univemity of California,
]h, rkeley, California. tion is smaller by perhaps eighty orde_ of
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magnitude than the small quadrupole radiation of with
rvition ,  roq o cies. 101' (,._1 keV), sufficie t for significant vv radiati n by _o2= dpf(p) 1-_-_;]-_o. (6)
electrons, are available only on the microscopic
scale where electrons are strongly accelerated by Here f(p) is the momentum distribution function
photons or intimate collisions, for the electrons and
Mechanisms for the radiation of vr pairs by
electrons within a star include the following: Ep= (p2c2-_-me2c4) I/2. (7)
(a) 7-{-e--,e-F_Tv, (photoneutrinos) The dielectric constant of equation (5) leads to
(Ritus 1962;IdaandVahara; a greatly simplified neutrino pair emissivity
Chiu and Stabler 1961) Qt(erg/sec/cma):
2 6 foo
g Wo 2 _(b) e-Te+--,o+o, (pair annihilation neutrinos) Qt=_l k dk(e - l)-_, (8)(Chiu and Morrison 1960; Chiu 1961) lzlr e c J0
(c) e+Coulomb field-,e+ vd-v, with _ = (_o_+k2c2)1/2and B= (kBT) -l. The func-
(neutrino bremsstrahlung) tion Qt computed from equations (6) and (8) is
(Gandel'man and Pineau 1960) given as a function of density and temperature in
(d) _,+Coulomb field-,v+v, Section III.
(photonuclear neutrinos) The form of equation (8) can be inferred in a
(Rosenberg 1963; Matinyan and Tsilosani 1962) rather straightforward way from equation (5).
For a transverse electromagnetic wave in a plasma
(e) 7 4-7--'7 4- vd- v, with the dielectric constant the dispersion relation
(van Hieu and Shabalin 1963) is
(f) plasma excitation-*p-F v. (plasma neutrinos) _2= k2c___(1 -- _)t_2= k2c2-{-_o2. (9)
(Adams, Ruderman, and Woo 1963) Therefore such waves, when quantized, behave as
Processes (a), (b), and (f) are the dominant ones if they were relativistic particles of mass h_o/C2,
in those regimes of density and temperature typi- and they are energetically unstable against the
cal of stellar interiors (Reeves 1963). Photo and decay into a neutrino pair. If r is the decay rate
pair annihilation neutrino emissions have exact for such a particle at rest, its decay rate when
analogues in Compton scattering and the two- moving is decreased by the usual relativistic time
photon annihilation of an electron-positron pair. dilatation to (rwo/o_)and i_s rate of production of
The main contribution to process (d) arises from _v becomes (r_o/_)h_=rh_o. Thus the total
the electron current associated with a transverse neutrino emissivity per unit volume is
(E perpendicular to k) electromagnetic wave
moving through the plasma. Q,,'._rh_o8_r (e°_- 1)-_. (I0)
II. PLASMA NEUTRINOS
The integral is just the total number of "plmtons"
Plasma neutrino emission has been calculated of mass per unit volume in a canonical Einstein-
by Adams, Ruderman, and Woo (1963) for any Bose distribution. We need only calculate the
medium whose dielectric constants are known vv emission rh_o caused by the oscillating elert.'ic
functions of frequency and wave-number. The field with _=w, and infinite wavelength (k=()).
relevant dielectric constants have also been evalu- When k=0 this mode is identical to the usual
ated for an electron gas which may be relativistic plasma os(':llation; the accelerated electrons oscil-
and degenerate. For a plasma frequency t_° such lating in phase with frequency wo, amplitude x,
: that (hcoo)_<<4(m_c_) the relevant transverse and acceleration o_°_xcoherently radiate neutrino
: dielectric constant is well approximated by pairs. But because of the finite neutrino wave-
_ t_ length X,,,.,c/t_o all of the electrons in a large vol-
: _= _-_ (5)( _' ume fl can not radiate as if they constituted a
1966028656-159
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single highly charged particle. Rather only those is the plasma frequency. Of course 3= 1/kBT).
electrons in a cube of volume_,,(X,) s effectively We take _,=2.
radiate coherently. Then from a la'rge volume £ We define a function _(x) of x alone by
with electron density n, the total rate of neutrino
energy emission P can be estimated from equation _'_(4): _(x)=_.,_ exp[-nz cosh _ ]1 0
2 8 2
g OJox u sinh 2/i cosh/id/i. (19)p_ ),32__ (11)hcs (n v) (M)a,
with By considering the dispersion relation and
c equation (17) one sees thatX, = --. (12)
_0 a
Q, = 292(3re2)-' (2r)-3O_o'_ (3_o), (20)
The additional kinetic energy of the oscillating
electrons is _m_o_X_nfl. This energy together and we may note that the expression for the
with an equivalent average potential energy must number density of a gas of bosons at zero chemical
total/U_o when the oscillation amplitude is quan- potential is
ti_ed to correspond to a single quantum of N 1[ ._3
excitation (plasmon). Thus -V=_kh-) _(_mc_). (21)
m_o_X2nfl=ho_o. (13) Apart from care in handling the conversion of
The combination of equations (11), (12), and (13) units we need then only discuss the calculation
yields P for a single plasmon at rest, i.e., rh_o: of _(x).
(b) The Function _ (x)
h_or_-_9-:_Oo4n_. (14)C_ m
But 1. Small (x<_0.5) values of the argument._It is
¢Oo_,.,,4rne_/m, (15) shown in the Appendix that for x <2r there exists
so that an expansion of xa_(x); note
2 6 ca
hoJor-._ OJo (16) _'(3) -- _(1/nS--:-.• )
n--I
Equations (16) and (10) yield equation (8). Truncating it,
OF THE [_(x) "-lff 2_'(3)+lx' In x-l(2 In 2+ l)x'Iii. EXACT CALCULATION
TRANSVERSEEMISSIVITY •&- LL. 'i
(o) Introduction +_6 x' In x-l{ln 2-_-{--ln 2_"
In Section ,I it was shown that the rate of loss [r ¢,(2)r_ -rl|[ ||of energy in neutrino pairs due to d cay of + i' J]-J J" (22)
transverse plasmons is
_ For x _0.5 this gives a result which differs from
Q,= 2O'(3_e_)-t(2r)-8_oe_J that obtained by summing the Hankel series (see
subsection 2 below) by one part in 106. It will
exp ( -nSoJ)k_dk. (17) also be seen that by taking only the constant term
The units are h--m, ffic = 1. Here g ffi3.08 X 10-n in the square brackets, and using equation (20),
we get just the equation preceding equation (28)
is the weak coupling constant; o_is given by the in Adams et o2. (1963).
dispersion relation for the transverse plasmons, 2. Intermediate and large values of the argument
to_ffi_,_Tk_; and (x>O.5).--Chandrasekhar (1957) gives a result
o_°_=4e_p_/3_Er) (18) (p. 398, eq.[252] and [248] that, omitting the
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minus signs and A, since we have bosons at zero we find that the error is less than (1/x)X10 -_
chemical potential, reads times the first term. This is for the range 0.5--5,
since for larger values we have no need of many
M
_ K_(nx) . K2(nx) terms._(x)= _'----,_" nx' (23)
.-1 .-, (c) Conversion of Units
where K2(z) is the modified Bessel function of the The dimensions of Q, are erg/cm3/sec. In the
second kind, of order 2. The criterion for the units in which equation (20) is given, units of
choice of M is discussed in subsection 3. The energy, length, and time are m,c 2, h/m_c, and
series equation (23) is a Hankel series, similar to a h/m,c _, respectively. Thus Q, in c.g.s, units is
Dirichlet series, and converges for all x, albeit very
slowly for small x: (see Greenwood [1941]). Note r o
'me c 2 1that for small }, K2(}) _ 2/} _, so that substituting Q' = (h/ _c)-------_ h/( _c2)[ 3-_X 137.04 X (3.08
this expression in equation (23) we get again | 9
--12 _ f$O)o
x-_ \-_/ _ = 1.228X 10" _([3hO_o), (24)n--|
for small x, just what one obtains by taking only where now all dimensioned quantities are in c.g.s.
the zeroth-order term in braces in equaticm (22). units. In c.g.s, units
For large }, on the other hand, K2(_)
pFa 3 2(,r/2_)me -_, and if we take only the first term =3_NAvolp=__r NAvoof equation (23), using this expression as an u p.
approximation for it, we get _(x) _ (r/2)u2x-312e-Z,
for large x. Thus in c.g.s, units
If one uses this last plus equation (20) one gets
just the equation preceding equation (29) in [
Adams et al. (1963). h2°'°_= 2_'(hC)2L1
3. Error terms.--For equation (22), the small
argument form, it is shown in the Appendix that .+_(_.C)2(3' p),/3]-]/2 e'the lowest order neglected term is O(z 6In x). The . _ ,,_r NAvo NAvo_ p
coefficient multiplying this term will be quite or
small.
For equation (23), the intermediate and large h_offi3.265XlO-U(1+6.413XlO-6p_/s)-mp 't_, (25)
form, we break off the sum when where now all dimensioned quantities are in c.g.s.
units.
K_(Mx) < 10__,K,(x). In c.g.s, unitsMx x
7.244 X l0 s
0 ffi (26)
By approximating, for large M, the remainder T, '
term by where T, is the temperature in units of 10' oK.
Using equations (25) and (26) in equation (24)
we can compute Q, for given values of p and T.
_ K,(nx) l f" K,(nX)dn Of course
n,-M+l n Qt
p
_" =-1 g,[(M+½)x] <1 K,(Mx)
x (M+½)z x Mx ' Table 1 gives q, as a function of p and T.
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'I'Asl,}: 1.--Neutrirto Emissivity by Transverse Plasmons
I
7' q sub 7' T q sub T T q sub T
log rho =4.00
_O000X I08 .30491XIO -2 .20000X 109 .43162X 10° .36000X I09 . 25327X10 I
fiOOOOX10_ . 10963X 10-t .22000X 109 .57531XlO ° . 3_O00X lO 9 . 29796X 10t
80000X 10_ . 26678X 10-l .24000X 10'_ . 74776X 10° . 40000X 109 .34762X 101
IO000X 10_ . fi2820X 10-I .26000X I0_ .95157X10 ° .42000X 109 ,40251X10 I
12000X I09 .92010X 10-t . 28000X 10_ . 11894X 10 t .44000X 109 .46289X 10_
14000X 109 . 14687X 10° .30COOXIO 9 . 14638X10 t .46000X109 .52902X10 t
16000X 109 . 22001X 10° .320(0X 10_ . 17774X10 t .480(0X I09 . O0116XlO t
180(0 X 109 .31405X 10° .34000 X 109 .21328 X lOt .50000 X 10_ .67958X 10_
log rho =4.20
40000X 10s . 71282X 10-= .20(OOX 10_ . 10627X 101 .36000X 10_ .62533X 10l
60000X 10s .262BX 10-1 .22000X 109 . 14174X101 .38000X 109 . 73579X 10 I
80000X 10s .64689X 10-t .2.14)00 X 10g . 18432X101 .40000XlO 9 .85854X 101
lO000X 109 .12883X10 ° .26000X 109 .23466X101 .42000X 109 .99421XlO l
12000X 109 .22520X 10° .28000X I(P .29340X 10 t .44000X I(P . 11435X 10=
14000X 10_ .34029X 10° .30000X 109 .36119X10 t .46000X 109 . 13069 X 10=
16000X 10g .54058X 10° .32000X 10g .43868X 101 .48000X 10g . 14853 X 10s
18000X I0o .77254X10 o .34000X I(P .52651XlO _ .50000X 109 .16792X10 s
log rho =4.40
..... I
I
40000X 10s . 16221X 10-t .20000X I(P .25971XlO t .36000X109 . 15346X10 j
60000X I0s .61954X I0 -t .22000X 10_ .34674X101 .38000X 109 .18061XIO=
80000X 10s .15476X10 _ .24000XlOg i .45125X10' .40(OX I(P .21077X10=
. IO000X 10_ .31071X10 ° .260(0)X !0s .57483X10 _ .42000X I(P .24412X10 _
12000X 10_ .54582X10 _ .28000X 10_ .71908X I(P .44000X 10_ .28081XIO'
14000X 10_ *' .87607× 10o ,30000X 10e .88559X 10t .460(0X I(P .32100X 10_
16000X 10) . 13174X10 _ .32000X 10_ . 10760X10 _ .48000XI(P .36485X10 _
18000XIO _ . 18858X10 t .34000XI(P _ . 12918X10 t .50000XIO _ .41251X10 _
log rho =4.60
• 40000 X lff_ .35602 X I0-t .20000 X 10_ .62850 X 10_ .36000 X 10_ .37354 X 1(_
• 6000{) X IO_ .14256 X !(__ .22000 X I0_ .84023 X 10 t .38000X 10_ .43975X 10_
. g)O(OX IOs .36355X I(__ .24000X lO_ .10946X 10ffi .40000X I(P .51335X lP/
• IO000X 10_ .73812X i{?' .26000X 10_ .13956X 10= .420(0X 10e .59471 ×1(_
• 12000X I(P .13055X IOt .280(0X I0 ._ .17471XlO _ .44000X 10t .68424XHY
• 14000X 10_ .2104!}X '.0t .30000X 10_ .21529X 10s .4¢_00X 10_ .78231X 1(_
,16000X I0_ .31753X10' .32000X !0 _ .26170X10 _ .48000X I0_ .88931XIO _
• 18000 X I(P . .t5557 X lOt .34000 X 10a .31432 X 102 .50000 X 10a . I0056 X 10:
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"l'Ant,s 1.--Neutrino Emissieity b# Tral_svcrse l)lasmons--Continmd
7' q sub _ T q sub 7" 7 q sub 7'
h)g rho--4.80
• 40000 X 10_ 74499 X 10-' 20000 X I 0._ .15011 X 102 3Cd)00X 10_ 89919 X 102
• 60(O0 X l0s 31782X l0 ° 22000 X I(P .20105 X l02 38000 X 109 10594 X I(__
80(O0 X 108 g_355 X lip 24000 X 10a .26232 X 10a 40000 X 10'J i 2372 X IO_
10000X I(P 17184X10 _ 26000X l09 .33485X102 42000X l09 1433_X!_ _
120(O X 109 50679 X 101 28000 X 10_ .41959X 102 44000 X 109 16501X i0 s
14000 X l09 49773 X l0 _ 30000 X l09 .51749 X l_ 46000 X 10._ 18871X iOs
16000X l09 _5411Xl0 _ 3200()X l(P .62947X l0_ 48000X 10_ 21457X l(P
180(OX l09 10854 X l(_ 34000X l09 .75649 X l0a 50000 X i0_ 24269 X l(_s
log rho = 5.00
40000 X 108 .14647X 10° 20000 X 10_ .35234X 10_ A'_00 X 109 21359X IO_
60000 X 10s .67973 X 10° 22000 X l(P .47315X 19= 38000 X I(P 25169X 10_
80000 X 10s ,18510X 10_ 24000 X I(P .61862X 1_ 40000 X I0' 29409 X l(P
IO000X 109 .38953X10' 26000X 10_ .79iOIXIO= 42000X I(P 34098X I0a
12000X 100 .70433X 10_ 28000X 10s .99257X 10_ 4,1000X I(P 39259X I(P
14000X 10o .11524X 10= 30000X I(P .12256X 10a 460(OX 109 44914X 10_
16000X 10_ .17565X10 _ 32000X I(P .14922X 10a 18000X 10_ 51087× I0 _
1800()X I0_ .25392X 10_ 34000X 10_ .17948X10 a 50006 X I(P 57800X 10_
log rho _5.20
40000X 10_ .26574X 10o 20000X _0_ 80867 X I_ .3('d)OOX 10_ 49794X 10_
60000 X 10_ .13778X 10_ 22000 X I(P 10898 X 10_ .38000 X lip 58734 g IIY
80000 X 10_ .39434 X 10' 24000 X IfP 14290 X 10_ .40000 X ifP 6867!} X I0 _
IO000X I0• .85295X 10_ 26000X 10_ 18314X lip .42000X 10_ 71N;83X IfP
1._OOX 10° .15688X 10_ 28000X I(P 23024 X 10a .44000X 10_ 91798X IO_
14000 X 10_ .25962X 10t 30000 X 10_ 28475 X 10a .460(0 X I(P 10508 X I0_
16000X 10_ .39891XIO _ .32000X lip 34717X I0_ .48000X I(P 11958X I0 _
18000X 10_ .58015X 10= .34000X !0 _ 41806X 10a .50000X i0 a 13534 X t(P
log rho =,5.40
.40000X 10_ 43556X 10° .20(OX lip .18037 × lfP .36006X lip 11346X i0 _
• 60000 X _'0' 26082 X 10_ .22000 X 10* .24426 X I0 a .38000 X 10_ 1:_:199X lOt
.80000X 10_ 79688X 10_ .24000X10 _ .32150X10 _ .40000X 10' 15685,<10 _
. lO000XlO _ 17871XlO _ .26000X lip .41333X10 _ .42000X 10_ 18214X10 _
.12000X I(P 33617X10 _ .28000X 10_ .52100X 10= .44000X I0 _ 21001×10 _
• 14000X 10_ 5648-1X 10_ .30000 X 10' .64573×10 _ .460(_X I(P 24056 X I0'
.16000X I(P 87732×_0 _ .32000X 10_ .78876X10' .48000X 1_ 2"/393X I(P
• 18000X I(P 12861X l0 _ .34000X 10_ .95131Xl0 _ .50000 X I(P 31023X 10_
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T^BL_ I --Neutrino Emissit_ity by Transverse Plasmons_Ccntinued
T q sub T T q sub T T q sub T
log rho = 5.60
40000X 10s .62929X 10° .20000X 10_ .38829X103 .36000X109 .25132X10 _
60000×10 _ .45341XlO 1 .22000X 109 .52917X10 a .38000X109 .29727X10 _
80000X 10s . 15074X10 s ,24000×10 s .70009X 10z .40000XlO s .34846X10 _
IO000X I(P .35435XIW .26000X 10s .90385X10 _ .42000X10 _ .40517X10 _
12000X 10s .68650X 10s .28000×109 . 11433X10 a .44000X10 ° .46767X10 _
14000X 10s . l17t_6X 10a .30000X 10g . 14211XlO _ .46000 X 10_ .53624X 10_
16000X 10_ . 18537X 10a ,32000X 10_ . 17402X10 a . 48POOX 109 .61116Xl{Y
18000X 10g . 27463X 10z .34000X 10s . 21033X 10_ . 50000 X 10s .69271X I{Y
log rho _5.80
.40000×16 s .78021X10 ° .20000X 10° .80068X 10° .36000×109 .53805X I{Y
.60000X 10_ .71030X10 i .22000×109 . llO03XIO _ . ""_OX 109 .63779Xl{Y
• 80000XI{J s .26307X 102 .24000X10 g . 14655X10 _ o 9000XlO s .74902XI{Y
lO000X l(P .65691X 10s .26000X 10g . 19025X104 .42000X10 g .87235X1{_
12000X 10° .13219X 10_ .28000X 10° .24174X 10_ .44000X 10_ . 10084X 10_
14000X 10_ .23248X 10_ .30000X 10_ .30165X10 _ .46000X 10_ . 11578X10 _
16000X 10* .37307XliY .3,_DOX I(P .37060X 10 t .48000X 10_ . 13211X10 t
18000X 10s .56035X 10_ .34000X 10_ .44919X10 t .50COOX 10_ .14_JOX 1@
log rho =6.00
40000X lOs .8_.711XlO ° .20000X 10_ .15694 X 10t .36000X 10_ .11072X 10_
60000X 10_ .98284X 10' .22000X 10_ .21800X10 _ .38000X 10_ .13161X10 t
80000X 10_ .41696X10 s .24000X10 _ .29289X 10_ .40000X 10_ .15494X10 _
• IO000X 10s .11240X I0z .26000X 10* .38294X 10_ .42000X 10_ .18085X 10_
• 12000X 10_ .23737 X 10z .28000X 10s .48949X 10_ .44000X 10_ .20946X 10_
.14000X 10_ .43140X10 _ .30000X 10_ .613,g6X 10t .46000X I0s .24090X 10s
• 16000X 10s .70879X lO_ .32000X 10_ .75730 X 10_ .48000X 10_ .27532X 10_
• 18000X I0s . 10835X 10_ .34000X 10_ .92139X !0 _ .50000X 10_ .31283X 10l
log rho-6.20
40000X 10_ . 67726X 10_ . 20000X 10a . .'2_029X 10_ . 36000X IW . 21789X10 _
60000"K 10s . 11768X10 _ . 22000× 10_ . 40878X 10_ . 38000X 10_ . _5994X 10_
80000X I0_ . 59073X I(P . 2,t000X 10_ . 55529X 10_ . 40000X I(P .306gOX I01
10000X I(P . 17521Xi0 _ . 26000X 10_ . 73263X 10' . 42000X10 _ . 35033X10 _
12000X 10_ .39311X1W . 28000X 10_ . 94360X 10' . 44000X10 _ . 41722X I0;
14000X I0s . 74457X !0 _ . ,'_000 X 10_ . II910XIO _ . 46000X IW . 48094 X 10_
16000X 10_ . 12603× 10_ . 32000XIW . 14775XllP . 48000X I(P . 55075X10 _
18000X IW . 19700X 10_ . 34000X 10_ . 18059X 10_ . 50000XI0 _ . 62693X10 _
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TABLE l.--Neutrino EmisMHty by Transrerse l'lasmons--Continued
T q sub T T q sub T T q sub T
log rho --,6.40
.40000X 10o 44834X 10° 20000X 109 .50338X 10+ 36000X 109 .40850X I08
I .60000X 10N 11950X10 _ 22000 X I09 .72106XI0 _ 38000X 109 .48954 XI06.8 × 8 73637 10 4 X (P ._gH5 I04 40 _ 58048X 10 j
• 10000X 10e 24563X 10_ 26000X 109 .13254X 10+ 42000X tO9 .68187X106
• 12000XI0 _ 59398X103 28000X IC_ .17234Y, 106 44000X _09 .79425X106
• 14000X 109 11843X 104 30000 X lIP .21:J28X 10+ 4tlO00X l09 .91817X106
• I_00XI09 20801X104 32000X Iff _ .27392X IOs 48000X 10° .10901Xl0 _
• 18000X 10g 33433X 10+ 34000X 109 .33681X !0 _ 50000X lO_ .12028X 10_
log rho ffi6.60
• 40000X 10_ . 22771X 10° 20000X 10_ 81367)<10 _ . ?O000X 10+ 72753X 10_
. 60000X 10_ . 10087 X 10_ 22000 X 10' 11905X 10_ . 38000X 10_ 87684 X I0_
80000X !0_ .79523X 10_ 240_0X 10_ 16681XI0 _ .4(_00X i1_ 10450X 1_
I(_(_X 10_ , . 30589 X 10_ 26000X 10_ 22579X 10_ . 42000X 10_ 12330X 10I
12000X 10_ . 81050X 10_ 28000 X 10_ _17_)X i0 t' . 44000X !0_ 14420X 10I
14000X 10' . 17_09X 10_ .30000>(10 _ 38183X 10I . 40000X 10_ 167_1X 10_
16000X 10_ . .]16,36X 10_ 32000>(10 _ 48110X 10_ . 48000X 10° 19270X 10I
18000X 10_ . 52622X lip 34000X 10_ 59597X 1_ . 50000X 10_ 22051X I0 _
log rho -&80
.40000X 10_ .86165X10 -_ .20000X 10_ 12199X10 _ .36000X 10_ 122_9X10 +
60000X 10_ .69370X 10_ .22000X 10_ 18317X10 _ ,38000X10 _ 14916X10 _
80000X 10+ .73257X 10_ .24000X 10' 26213X 10_ .40000>,10 _ 17887X 10+
10000X 10_ .334_0X 10_ .26000X 10+ 36104X 10_ .42000X I(:_ 2122J;X 10_
12000X 10_ .98873Xi0 _ .2_XI0 _ 48205X 10_ .44000>¢ 10' 74!)44 X 10_
14000X 10_ .2_o57 X 10+ .30000X 10_ 62727 X 10_ .460003< 10_ 20069X 10+
16000X lIP .44028X 10+ .32000X 10_ 79878X 1@ . .IS000X 10+ 33618×10 _
18000X 10+ .76364X10 + .34000X10 + 99864 X 10_ .50000X 10+ 38611X10 _
log rho - ZOO
.40000X I(P .23fi03X10 -_ .20000X I(P . 16879X 10t .36000X 10_ . ;.,_gX 10+
.60000X 10_ • 38023X 10_ .22(_X I(P .26157_10 + .38000X I(P .24081X I(P
.80000X I(P .56626X I(P .24000X 10_ .38406X i0 _ .40000X I(P .291b'0X I(P
.10000XI(P .31620X10 _ .26000X 10' .540RSX 10+ .42000X I(P .34673X I(P
....12000XI(P 10670X10 _ 2bJ00XI(P 73445X 10_ t • 44000X 10_ • 41108XI0_
• . .97028X 1{_ I ' 46000 X 10_ .48169X I(P
14000 X 10' .26795 X 10+ 30000 X 10_
• 16000X I_ .55669X10' .32000X I0' .12518XI(P .48000X _0' .55985X I(P
• 18000X I(P .10157X10 _ .3tO00X 10' 15827X 10_[ .50000X +(P .64591"A10 +
:
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'I'Am,E l.--Neutrino Emissit_ity By Transverse Plasmons--_ontinued
I I
T q sub T T q sub T T q sub T
log rho., 7.20
40000X 10s .44441XI0 -_ .20000X I(P .21436 X 10s .36000X 109 .29799X 104
• 60000X 10s . 16197X 10_ .22000 X 10° .34507 X 106 .38000 X l(P .36871X104
• 80000X I08 .36048X I(P .24000X 109 .52266X 10s .40000X l(P .44975X 10I
IO000XlO ° .25530X 10_ .26000 X 10° .75453 XIO _ .42000X 10g .54178X10 _
12000XlO I .10066X 10_ .2UIOOXIO ° .10480X106 .44000X10 ° .64546X104
• 14000XlO ° .28188X 104 .30000X 10° .14102X106 .46000X 10_ .76145X10 I
• 16000XIO s .63435X 104 .32000X10 ! . 18483X1_ .48000 X lfP .89040X 10I
18000XlO e .12300X 10s .34000X10 ° .23693X 106 .50000X 109 .10330X107
log rho = 7.40
40000X 108 .55558X 10 -s .20000X 109 .24808X 10_ .36000X 109 .42668X 10G
60000X 10s .52006X 10° .22000X 10" .41804X10 i .38000 X I(P .53475 X 104
• 80000X 108 . 18484X 102 .24000 X 109 .65728X 106 .40000X 10_ .65975X 10_
IO000XIO _ .17286X 10_ .20000X IfP .97880X10 _ .42000X 10_ .80285X 10e
12000X 10_ .81841XIO _ .28000X 10_ . 13955 XIO_ .44000X 10_ .96524X 10e
14000X 10' .26067X 10_ .30000 X 10_ .19201XIO _ .46000X l(P .11481XIO _
16000X l(P .64504 X 10_ .32000X 10_ .25653 X 10_ .48000X 10_ .13525X 10_
18000X I(P .13447X 10_ .34000 X 10e .33435X10 _ .50000X 10_ .15796X 10_
log rho = 7.60
40000X 10_ .43345X10 -_ .20000× I(P .25926X10 _ .36000X10 _ .57571X10 _
60000X 10s .12127X10 ° .22000X I(F .46135X 10_ .38000 X 10_ .73281X10 _
80000X 10s ,74286X 10' .24_J00X 10_ .75856X 10_ .40000X l(F .91665X 10e
IO000X 10_ .96082X I(P .26000X 10_ .11725X10 _ .42000X I(P .11293X107
12000X 10_ .56359X 10_ .28000 X l(P .17250X 10_ .44000X 10_ .13728X 10_
14000X 10_ .20884X 10_ .30000X 10_ .24380X 10_ .46000X 10_ .10491XIO _
16000 × l(P .57807×10 _ .32000X 10_ .33333 X 10_ .48000X 10_ .19608 X 10_
18000X 10° .13133X 10_ .34000X 10_ .44326X 10_ .50000 X I(P .28084 X 10v
log rho -, 7.80
40000X 10s ,19678X 104 J .20000×10 _ .24173X10 _ .36000X I(P .72854X10 _
l
60000 X 10s .19624X 10-_ .2_X10 _ .45895X 10_ .38000X 10_ .94488X 10s
80000X 10s ,22035X 10_ .24000X 10_ .79592X 10_ .40000X 10_ .12017X10 _
10000XI0 _ ,42712X 10_ .26000X 10_ .12862X 10_ .42000X i0 _ .15027 X 10t
12000X I(P .32175X 10_ .28000X 10_ .19648X 10_ .44000X I0_ .18,513 X 10_
14000X 100 . 142&5X 10_ . 30000X 10_ . 28677 XIO_ . 46000X 10_ . 22,5_ X 10_
16000X I(P , 44951X10 _ . 32000XI(P , 40311X10 _ . 48000Xl(P , 27051X10 t
18000X I(P , 11302X 10_ . 34000X 10_ . 54916X10 _ . 50000X I(P . 32172X10 _
I
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TABLE1.--Neutrino Emissivity by Transverse Plasmons---Continued
T q sub T T q sub T T q sub T
log rho ffi8.00
_X108 .47800)<.10-T 20000X 109 .19809X 106 36000X 10_ 85874Xlf_
60000X 10g .20858X 1O_ 2_.'K !o9 .40604 X lf_ 38000X i0_ 11391Xl07
80000X 108 .50212X 10° 24000X 10_ .75007X 10_ 40000X 10g 14781Xl07
IO000XIO9 .14708× 10_ 26000X 10_ .12779X 106 42000X109 18817XI07
12000X 10o .14833Xi0 s 28000X 10_ .20417X106 44000X 10Q 23558X 107
14000X109 .80734X 1_ 30000X 10° .30965X 10_ 46000 X 10_ 29063X 107
16000X 109 .29750×10 _ 32000X 10_ .44998X 106 48000X 109 35392X lO;
18000X 109 .84264 X 104 34000X 109 .63103X 10e 50000 X 10_ 42601X 107
The calculation of a_(x) is quite lengthy; we begin by splitting the integral again:
.! a_(xl---gxj o21 ,f kO(x')-F -i I-_] -,-r-5_j,_a_
; I( f® ,I _)x'+as(x)+O(x'). (31), =-§\.j b:-I
:'
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Put n _ -- z; then
'_'-..7...7=__o -1)--_
and
f 1 d_ ,f [ 1 lx lz 2 B2 n+lB. z 2n ;a'(x)=x2 _[(1-_)U_--l+2_]_ -¢ffix [--2-_+12_ 2 4! /_'_''"+(--) (2-_n)t/_2"--;
zlA zlA
] I._.d_
+...j.[(I-_)'/'-1+_rj_r,
wherewe require
x
_<21r or A<2_r.
Integrating term by term, we get
as(x) = x_bo(x) -'_x bt(x) +'_x b2(x) (32)• ...+(-) (_n)V.x o_._,j+...,
where
l
xlA
These integrals are elementary; in particular
bo(z) --_-_11In 2-F(--d(z/A)_+O(z_), (33)
1,1 x ,,-,.8,
b_(x) = -_+_xtt)kx ), (34)
1 x. 1 1
b,(x)--g In _-+_-g In 2+O(x'), (35)
b_(x) -=- _--_(x/A )-_ +O(ln x); (36)
and for n > 2
1 ( z _'-"4.0Cx,__,q
b2.(x) ffi 8--_n--_'A-) --" "" (37)
Substituting equations (33)-(37) into equation (32), we get
(..] 1 \, 1, 1, [ 1 11 lnA+]-_-:_--_ln2)aa(x)ffi --_ln lax+ 16A_ 16A 962)x +-_x +'_x 1 - I [1 1
. B,, A_'-_+ ] z_+O(z e In+41_6 At+ ''" +(--) i2n)! 8(2n--2) "'" _). (38)
Substituting equations (29), (30), and (31) into equation (27), and using equation (38), we get
1_ x_I(2 In2+l)x'+_6z'lnz-8q(A)z'+O(xelnz), (39)x_(z) ffi2f(3) +_x In
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re
;1 dn 11 11 1 1(1)q(A)= e_-I ,_ 2A _ _-2A-+T2 In A+ In 2-
A
B_ A2+... +(_).+x B. 2.-2 (40)4! 2 (2n)! -_n--2) A +""
q(A) is, of course, a constant; it is, however, a bit difficult to evaluate. We will use the relations
1 1 11 1 -t _ 2 1
{-_7=_ coth _.¢ } t2 (41)t et--1 5 = 4n21r_+t _
m=l
Using the first of equations (41) we find on integrating by parts
f] [d(_ t _i)] / 1 dt 1 1- n t _ coth _- dr= e'-I t' 2A _bl/(2A)+(i/12) In a+O(a' In A)
A .4
j; [d(l t _] ln2-_: q(A)=q(O)=- nt _ _coth_- dr4 12 (42)
0
Substituting the second of equations (41) into equation (42), and using the absolute and uniform
convergence of the series (Kaaopp 1963) we obtain
q(O)-_"_On2-1)--4ftlnt(_,, (4n,_tflTt,)2)dtf4_B(2n_'), (43,0 _._I
where
L xlnx
B(_)-_j-(_;g), dx.
0
Putting x_--y, we get (deHaan 1963)
1 / lay j 11 1
B($)=ij_,,=_ In(_')--_-_In_.
0
By using this in equation (43),
But
tlml
and
_lnn [ d_e__,o ] '2-_-=t-_i " =-t ().
_--I n - 1 ,,-,1
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q(O)-- In2- +In z_r-_--_).
Usingthisinequation(39)
1 2 x-l(2 In2-{-x'_(x) = 2f(3) +_x In l)x_-{-lx 4In x
1(1 n 2_l+ln .. _"(2)_ x' (46)
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